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From the Editors:
Welcome to Parnassus 19971 We are pleased to invite you to enjoy
our most recent edition of Taylor's literary magazine. This year's issue
features several new additions including a color insert for our art
category, and a new size and page format. We have also acquired a
more diverse list of writers and artists thanks to the hard work of our
staff, alumni, and our colleagues at the Taylor Ft. Wayne campus.
We wish to thank all of those who continue to support us by
sending in their works, providing financial support, and spreading the
word about our magazine. We also thank the Office of Academic Affairs
and the English Department for their support as our sponsors.
And now we invite you to join us. Celebrate Taylor's 150th year.
Enjoy the creativity, talent and spiritual expression of Taylor's students,
faculty, staff and alumni in Parnassus 1997.
Sincerely,
Amanda Fisher, editor
Ann Winterholter, associate editor
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Judges
Creative Non-Fiction:

Mike Harden
began writing In Essence for The Columbus Dispatch in 1983. His work has
appeared in a variety of publications, including everything from The New York
Times to Country Music Star News. His columns, now nationally syndicated,
have won first place awards from United Press International, Associated Press
Society of Ohio and the National Society of Newspaper Columnists. Mr. Harden
is also the author of six books.
Poetry:

Joanne Miller
has taught high school English for 29 years, much of it at the honors level. She
also serves as Department Chair at Harrison High School in West Lafayette,
Indiana. Over the years, Ms. Miller has taught courses about motorcycles, movies,
and mythology; religion, Shakespeare, African American literature, and creative
writing. She has publications on preparing for the AP English test, and on Hamlet.
Ms. Miller also enjoys writing poetry in her free time.
Fiction:

Kathy Nimmer
teaches English and creative writing at Harrison High School in West Lafayette,
Indiana. She has had numerous short stories and poems published in a variety of
magazines, journals, and anthologies. Miss Nimmer has received the 1995 Ned E.
Freeman Excellence in Writing Award and the 1996 Edwin Dickenson Memorial
World-Wide Literature Award. She enjoys reading, playing the piano, and going
for walks with her new guide dog, Raffles.
Art:

Ardelia Williams
is an Associate Professor of Art at Indiana Wesleyan University, where she has
taught for thirty years and is the coordinator of the art department. She attended
Butler University and John Heron, and received her MA at Ball State University.
She has studied in Italy, England, and Wales. Professor Williams produced six
large-scale stained-glass windows for on Indiana Wesleyan's campus. She enjoys
traveling and has taken trips to twenty-four countries in Europe since 1974. She
and her husband have three daughters.
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Timon McPhearson ('97) is an environmental biology major.
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The Poet's Dream
The minutes have ticked by;
My pen in hand to write.
But it never touched the page,
There are no words tonight.
A thousand thoughts flit through my mind
And a thousand through my heart.
To capture only one of them
Would be a place to start.
I long to step outside my bounds,
Transcend mortality,
To capture that which is beyond
Into the song of poetry.
I look again upon the clock
Time has too quickly passed.
I've stared out into nothingness,
Found nothing in my grasp.
Many have tried just as I did,
And have succeeded only in part,
To fathom the words of the soul
And capture the voice of the heart.
—Lynnette Miller

lynnette Miller ('99) is a mass communications major.
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Do I know You?
"Willyou die for me?"
how long will you stand
there, trying to believe
I mistook you for
Jesus? —"If by Dan Plate

I walk these foreign streets,
hands in pockets to protect
the money that buys the pants
with the pockets I protect.
You lie on native streets,
hands outstretched to beg
for money that buys food
for strength to beg for money.
I follow your dark, hollow eyes
and Christ-like body
and find it easy to believe
you are many, and one,
and alone.
You follow my dark, knowing eyes
and Christ-like body
and find it easy to believe
I am many, and one,
and opportune.
If I asked you to die for me
how long would you hesitate,
trying to believe
I mistook you for
alive?
—Rob Deckert

Rob Deckert ('98) is a psychology major.
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In a Night Sky
And I'm bleeding right now
Just like that star I saw last night
Inking its life into the sky
And are you dying too?
Maybe we could go together
If it weren't for this earthly glue
And I know one day it will change
White dwarf
Losing its red giant to the purity
O God, dwarf me now
Make me equal, forfeiting my proud pain
—Emily Pattison

Emily Pattison ('99) is an English education major.
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I Desire to Desire
As I leaf through the Book I see why they require
Me to leave what I lose when my clutch is too tight,
But I loosen intending and tensing to bite
What, not rightfully mine, plunges onto the pyre
That I lit, though I seek to quench it in my lust.
I know all indulgences fall to the dust,
So in theory I long for the fire
For the One I desire to desire.
But I look out my window as false bells recite
Hollow peals of their feast, and my appetite jolts,
And I feel the gut-burn that, rebellious, revolts
At oblivious life in my phony command.
And how often I've lost what the Scriptures require
In my hunger and efforts to fill my own hand
With the people for whom I no longer conspire.
Yet the heat from my body reminds me tonight
That I guide to my pleasures the fire
For the One I desire to desire.
Sitting back in a stupor between each hot swell
I reflect on the passions that light me on fire,
That constrain every cell, polarize my entire
Way of thinking to one I'm aware I don't need.
If I harnessed that energy, I would be freed
To direct the emotion that I cannot quell.
For the life that I want, I aspire
To the One I desire to desire.
—Cory Hartman

Cory Hartman ('99) is a Bible major.
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Stonewall
Eager and
Breathless
I pound tender fists
Challenging the
Intimidating essence of you.
Blisters threaten
Throbbing
Sweat glistening fiercely
In the blaze of the sun setting
Predictably behind you.
I grasp for you
Brick by impenetrable brick—
Searching for a crack
Groping for a weakening stone that
Welcomes my patient persistence.
I lean wearily against you
My body finding
Refuge
My heart frustrated by the
Constancy of you.
At times I think I feel you moving or
Perhaps it is the
Rich, moist earth
Giving way steadily
Beneath you.
—Raquel Lightbourne

Raquel Lightbourne ('97) is a English writing major from the Bahamas.
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All That We Need
After I have taped this wire-hanger
into the wound of our vandalized antenna
we will drive into town to buy fruit.
It is harvest season now
and soon we will need to prepare our car
for winter.
It must drive reliably
for we can no longer buy fruits and vegetables
here; at the road-side stands.
We can no longer pretend
that we can live without the city.
We can no longer
pretend that we have all that we need.
In the city we will buy wool socks
and sweaters.
We can no longer pretend
that we have all that we need.
We will make a list:
coffee
mittens
flannel sheets
We will study every aisle
of the hardware store.
We will buy more books, even though
we have all that we need.
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(Listening to the gravel crunch beneath our tires
you took my hand and said:
"Love, I believe that we
have all that we need"
but that was late spring
and folks need so little then,
folks only need campfires and
folks only need folks like I needed you
to kiss that particular place on my back)
But we have traded cotton for flannel now
and I have fixed this wire antenna now
so that we can hear the signal from the city
and not have to listen to our silence
as we drive into town to buy
all that we need.
—Steven Richard

Steven Richard ('97) was editor of Parnassus '93; he is applying to M.F.A.
programs in writing.
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Cereal
swirling soggy flakes into fat-free milk tornados
wondering if I could survive on cereal alone
stick to one brand until it bores me
or I learn that sugar-coating cloys
this has been a healthy choice summer
finally trying to build a stronger me
a year since I loved you
and you were like trying to catch the last flake on my spoon
inevitable failure
I was too proud to put the bowl to my mouth and swallow
while you were willing
did you know that cereal is really nothing anyway
they say all the nutrients dissolve before they are devoured
so I wonder if I benefit at all
understanding now
why you eat pop-tarts
—Sara Habegger

Sara Habegger ('98) is a philosophy major.
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"Entrance to Beginnings"
oil on canvas
Melana Gonyea

Melana Gonyea ('97) is an art and psychology major.
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Make Music In Your Heart
by Eric W. Wallace
An acquaintance of mine is not satisfied with small talk: she never fails to ask
thought-provoking questions in any conversation. The first time I had a chance
to speak with Karen, she skipped past the usual get-to-know-you questions ("So
where are you from?") and proceeded immediately to the puzzler, "What's your
favorite aspect of God?"
Caught off guard—no one expects a spiritual question from a new
acquaintance—I stammered a bit, and requested a moment to think. I had never
really considered the idea of a "favorite" aspect of God. "There are too many,"
I told her, "I couldn't decide!" Finally, in a rush to respond, I answered, "I think
it might be music. Yeah, music."
A feeble, "Oh, interesting ..." was her only reply. Immediately I was
ashamed: there are so many "correct" responses to the question that would sound
properly "spiritual," but I chose the hedonistic idea: the enjoyment of music.
Certainly, Karen's reply would have been something "religious," but mine was
self-serving.
Days later I was still pondering her question. I struggled to think of a better
response, maybe even one that I could return to her and tell her about. "I'd like
to change my answer..." I would begin to explain. Finally, "grace" was the best
answer I could come up with: it seemed the best summary of all the aspects of a
God who saves humans from our fickle, weak selves and glorifies us. But I never
was bold enough to tell Karen my new answer; I just kept it to myself, for the next
time the question might come up.
Weeks later the question returned to puzzle me, but this time it came not from
the mouth of a friend but from the pages of a book. I was reading John Piper's
Desiring God, a provocative treatise on living the life of "Christian Hedonism"
(the author's term). According to Piper, and with support from scripture and the
writings of the saints, it is our duty as Christians to delight in God, for God
commanded it (see Psalm 37:4). Thus, Piper's appropriate modification of the
ancient creed reads: "The chief end of man is to glorify God by enjoying Him
forever."
So Piper's book—and the Bible—suggest that it is not merely acceptable to
be motivated to worship God by the pleasure that it brings the human soul. This
motivation and pleasure are commanded. This idea shed a new light on my answer
to the "favorites" question: Maybe even music itself could be an end as well as a
means of glorifying God.
Memory serves up a buffet of examples of the ways God is glorified even
through my music. I feel again the rush of singing the Hallelujah Chorus at the top
12
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of my lungs for the first time. I feel again the tears flowing down my face as I sing
of Christ's love for a church of unlovables.
And I feel again the joy of having been used as a tool of God's grace, even
when I least expected to be used. I remember a choir trip, at which we sang for
thousands of believers at an event called the "Praise Gathering." But it was not
at the concerts at which I felt of such particular use to God—certainly He would
be praised with or without my voice in the chorus. Rather, it was in a parking lot
at four in the morning, when God used my companions and me as a tool for His
glory.
Many of the choir members were already asleep, or trying to sleep with all the
ruckus that I and several others were making. At half past three in the morning,
we still had no desire to go to sleep, but we did have the urge to sing, even after
the weekend's vocal strain. As the hotel lobby is no place to hold an early
morning concert, the five of us decided we would have to go outside in order to
sing as we so wanted to. There, in the middle of a nearly empty parking lot at the
side of a highway, we stood a quintet in a circle, enjoying the sheer beauty of the
music we could create.
Soon we realized we had an audience. A woman had stopped her car at the
far edge of the parking lot to listen to us. As the final notes of a song faded, our
listener drove up to speak with us. For a moment she was speechless, but through
her tears she managed to say, "Thank you."
That night we had an opportunity to witness to a woman who had been far
from the Lord since her youth. Providence deemed that we would be in that
parking lot singing for the sheer pleasure of it at the moment the woman was
driving by. Grace had determined that she needed a touch of God's love from a
quintet of Christian Hedonists.
I no longer feel the need to justify my answer to Karen's question. God will
be glorified through my enjoyment of His grace, and His music, and the countless
other aspects of His greatness which He makes known to me. Now I understand
why it is written, "Speak to one another with psalms, hymns and spiritual songs.
Sing and make music in your heart to the Lord, always giving thanks to God the
Father for everything, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ" (Ephesians 5:19-20
NIV). I will enjoy the music the Lord has given me, for it all goes to His glory.

Eric W. Wallace ('98) is a English secondary education major.
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Alone
Youthful mistakes plagued our moments together.
We had the same interests and desires
but something was always
missing.
How many times did we almost reach the same point—
how many times did we almost meet,
only to be kept apart
with walls of lies untold and things left unsaid?
Memories and secrets brought silent torture
as we were in the same room and yet miles apart.
Sweet kisses led only to heartache.
Our laughter was but fleeting.
We became distracted by the lights, the music, the romance.
Time.
We were easily captured by the moment
while the music around us droned on and on.
Eyes now full of understanding. Chances.
Though entwined arms and hands laced playfully together
they could never alone hold the sacred bonds of a relationship in
tact.
Distance. Time apart. Change.
I told myself to listen to my heart.
But no, I am stubborn.
Whispers brought pain.
I turned to see your reflection with hers in the windows.
Your smiles glaringly stared back at me. I was frozen.
Alone.
A sense of longing, abandonment and indifference
entombed any loving feelings I still held onto,
when I saw the two of you together
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At the funeral of my heart.
No need to go on anymore. Not without you.
Rain is sliding down the
window.
Pain—
because every part of my being
knew to be true that which I couldn't say.
Silence. My lip quivers and my eyes sting
in this crowded room which seems empty—
because you are not here.
—Dawn Presnall

Dawn Presnall ('97) is an English secondary education major.
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Sickler Hall
I sit down silent except for rustling of nylon and wool
cold proof and waterproof, free of wind and pain.
Comforting and reflecting red cheeks and eyes
and then get up to go.
Should I pray in this moment?
Should I listen in and smile?
My thoughts are so weighted that they fall like nothing else but rain
through fog that tries and tries to hold it up in order to survive, but
still remains what it is.
And it is nothing desired by others, just random thoughts veiled in
meaning.
It's a blunter point than noticed, so feeble yet so strong.
The frailer few show me what I long for,
what I once had and don't know why is gone.
I've always struggled with determination to devotion,
and always blamed it, always thought it would change with locus,
not with me, not with what is real, but entertained.
With what?
With stained glass happenstance walls;
acrylic shells so light and strong and invented.
So smooth, while the Natural scratches
and allows the wind of accusations
to cut through to the flesh I thought was armored,
but exposed.
It's an expose so point for point, so wordly written down
that the randomness is not defined.
Philosophy utters a stranger voice,
safe as milk and so clich6d.
So what I avoid becomes what I've become:
confused, judgmental, afraid of the third lie,
and longing for the third question to Peter.
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And hurt, I differ in that I know what I have failed to do,
Who I've failed to follow,
and when I've succeeded to fall.
And then I replace the coating.
I listen and I cry; I write as I pray:
Lord, this is for real, You've shown me no other way.
I know You hear, please help me to follow.
—benjamin I. oldham

Benjamin L. Oldham ('00) is an English writing major and President of the Taylor
Writer's Club.
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Parade
A shoeless man stands
On the roof of his Ford
Waiting for the messiah to glide by in a
Rented corvette
It's a sunny day
The man on the mic says it will rain soon
No one listens
Zacchaeus steps down on the hood and
Hurries off for lunch with some old friends
A man steps out of a red corvette
Looks into the crowd and
Walks away
The corvette moves on
The driver smiles and waves
Smiles and waves
A child on the side reaches up
To catch a drop of rain
—Amie Rose

Amie Rose ('99) is a mass communications major.
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kaddish
weeping souls
mourn for the dead
for the dying
for the living
have you said your prayers
have i said mine
the stories are true
the bough will break
hoping someone will catch us
we plummet toward emptiness
rivers of tears and pools of blood
are the rivers crying for you
did someone bleed for me
it's only a matter of time until
menacing darkness overtakes light
when that finally happens
will my soul still weep
or would rejoicing be in order
—Erin Carter

Erin Carter ('98) is a philosophy major.
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Rainy Monday Morning
By the sweat of your brow shall you get bread to eat, Until you return to the ground, from
which you were taken; For you are dirt, and to dirt you shall return. —Genesis 3:19

I feel my soul trickling
down
Past my throbbing temples
and raw eyeballs
Seeping through my fumbling fingertips
and around my pounding heart
Beyond the stomach that cries to be fed
and the aching back that longs to rest.
I feel my soul sinking
deeper
Till it reaches my stumbling feet.
It dangles there, pinched between damp toes.
I lurch forward in the fog,
not sure if I am reaching for my soul
or trying to escape its vanishing memory.
Look what I have become.
I am all flesh now, all dust and gravel—
I grovel
in the mud and sweat of responsibility,
A nameless wet footprint on the sidewalk.
Look, see what you all have done to me.
I bow my head to pray to my God,
"Thank you for the food"
but I am not at the dinner table,
I'm on my way to geology class.
Still I repeat, "Thanks for the food."
It's just that I cannot think of what else to say.
—Amanda Fisher
Amanda Fisher ('97) is an English writing major and the editor of Parnassus 1997.
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Glory And The Next Breakfast
The light shining in a square
from that house
has been invoked
by a sweaty and worried man.
He has been dreaming,
and in his dream he
has conquered loneliness
and no one hates him.
He fumbles around his room,
feet stumbling on the rug and
a cabinet. He is searching
for the woman who held
him when, in his glory,
he uncovered his soul too quickly
and burnt himself.
He has seen already the
brown-haired lady sleeping in his bed,
but doesn't know her,
and keeps searching,
shaking the curtains and floorboards
for a sign of someone else.
When he stops and returns to bed,
he hits her softly
but she does not
stir or feel on her skin
his teardrops.
Outside the moon still arches
and tomorrow
she will again wake up
and make him breakfast.
—Daniel Plate
Daniel Plate ('97) won Parnassus poetry contests in '94 and '95; he has been
accepted to M.F.A. programs.
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First Place Fiction Winner

The Ceiling Fan
by Sarah Nachtigal

The droning of the ceiling fan hypnotizes me. I stare up at the slowly turning
blades as they struggle to make another revolution. The room is unbearably hot,
intensified by the confining walls pained the ugliest shade of tan imaginable. Aunt
Cheryl calls it "camel." I call it "ugly."
It's so stuffy I feel as if I can't breathe. A trickle of sweat slides along my
forehead. It feels like a tear.
But I have no tears left.
Why won't Aunt Cheryl get the air conditioning fixed? I hate this room. The
color of the walls makes me feel sick. Why do we have to stay here? I want to go
home. I hear Matty running down the hallway. He is laughing.
How can he laugh? I hate him.
N o . . . n o . . . I d o n ' t h a t e him. I l o v e M a t t h e w . H e h a t e s it w h e n I call h i m
that. He used to let Daddy, though.
I close my eyes. It hurts so much: a dull, unstoppable ache inside. I look up
at the tired blades of the fan.
Thirty-nine year old fathers aren't supposed to die. Not when they have a
beautiful wife . .. two kids ... a wonderful job. It isn't fair. It isn't fair.
I hear Aunt Cheryl in the hall. I hate her voice. It's so high and whiny. I don't
understand how she can possibly be the sister of my soft—spoken mother.
There is a knock on the bedroom door. I turn my eyes to the ugly camel door.
It's been painted to match the walls. Aunt Cheryl has this thing about painting
doors.
"Tess ..." It's my mother. She knocks lightly again. "Tess, honey, we need
to leave soon."
I am silent.
She waits.
"Tess? Are you coming?"
I am silent. I watch the blades above me. I notice the ceiling is dirty. I can't
believe Aunt Cheryl didn't paint the ceiling camel, too.
"Tess . . . please ..." Her voice is quiet. I can tell she is getting emotional.
I don't even care. I just lay here. I'm so hot.
I can hear her crying now. She's crying outside the ugly camel door, but I
don't feel anything. I hear Aunt Cheryl walking down the hall.
"Oh, Char," she says. I hate it when she calls my mother that. Daddy always
called Mother "Charlotte."
Daddy.
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A lump rises in my throat. Daddy always called me Tessa ... my real name.
Just as he called Mother "Charlotte," and he called Matty "Matthew." No one else
calls me Tessa.
"Tess," Aunt Cheryl is calling in her annoying voice, "Come out of there this
instant! Look, you've made your mother cry!" Her voice is so condescending.
Daddy never treated me like a child. He understood me.
I roll onto my stomach. I didn't make my mother cry. I want to yell it at Aunt
Cheryl, but I decide not to. Mother cries all the time. But never in front of Matty
or me. She's using the bedroom right next to this ugly camel one.
She thinks I am asleep, but I can hear her at night. She sobs and sobs for
Daddy. I lay awake and listen to her. But I can't cry.
I haven't cried since that day.
It was a beautiful day. The sky was a pearly gray and the blue clouds overhead
had left silvery puddles in their tracks. Rainy days were Daddy's favorite, too. He
said that God was giving the earth a drink. I remember the fresh, misty smell of
that day.
I had been sitting on the front porch in the swing, the one Daddy built for
Mother on my first birthday, fifteen years ago. He said that it was for rocking me
to sleep. I remember that I was disappointed because Daddy had promised to give
me another driving lesson that day, but he had changed his mind because of the
rain. It was too slick out, he said.
I had the radio tuned to the oldies station . . . Daddy loved the Righteous
Brothers; I loved the Beatles. It's funny the way you remember weird things after
something really horrible happens. "Can't Help Falling in Love" by Elvis was
playing. I remember I was mad when the phone rang in the middle of the song. I
ran to get it. I remember looking at my watch for some reason ... it was 5:42.
It was Nina Wyatt, our next door neighbor that works at County General
Hospital. "Charlotte!" she gasped, and I remember being surprised that she didn't
recognize my voice. "No," I said, "It's Tess." I remember her sobbing, "Oh Tess,
... oh,... " And then she told me.
Mother came home from the grocery store at 6:57.1 was on the porch, in the
swing that Daddy built for mother fifteen years ago. The front of my denim shirt
was soaked: I hadn't bothered wiping away the tears. But I was finished crying
when she walked up the porch steps.
And then I had to tell her.
Daddy was in an accident on the way home from the hardware store ... he
was there to buy paint for the birdhouse he made to hang in the tree outside my
bedroom window... there was nothing the hospital could do ... they were sorry.
I flip onto my back again. I don't want to think about that day anymore.
Aunt Cheryl is making me wear a horrible black dress of hers. It doesn't fit;
it's heavy and hot. It is scratching my skin, but I don't care. The dress is so ugly.
She said my pale blue dress is "too cheery." Only Aunt Cheryl calls things cheery.
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I want to wear my pale blue dress. Daddy said it made him think of a cloud.
It is periwinkle blue and soft, just like Daddy's eyes. I want to wear it, but I can't.
I want to go home, but I can't. I want Daddy to be alive.
But he can't.
Matthew is too young to really understand about Daddy. He cried when
Mother said Daddy wasn't coming home, but he doesn't realize that Daddy is
never coming home.
But / realize.
And so I lie here. I stare up at the struggling blades of the useless fan and try
not to suffocate between the camel walls.
And I hear Matthew laughing in the kitchen. Cheryl is knocking on my door,
but I almost don't hear it as I stare up at the fan. And mother is leaning against the
painted door, crying, and Cheryl is telling me to come out or we'll be late.
She's worried we'll be late.
I feel a tear of sweat slide along my spine under the heavy dress that is not my
own, as I lay in a bed that is not my own in a room that is not my own.
"Tess..." Cheryl whines.
Oh Daddy, I need you.
"My... name . . . i s . . . Tessa," I scream, and it's like my lungs are going to
burst. Matthew stops laughing, and the house is suddenly silent except for the
hum of the fan above me, and the echo of my name, and I hear it over and over
again: Tessa, Tessa.
Above me the humming stops ... the blades are slowing ... I lift my eyes
and watch them struggle to make it around once more. But they can't—the life
is gone—and I watch the motion as it ceases.

Sarah Nachtigal ('99) is an English writing major.
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i can hear you
yes i can
your words like brands piercing
stand up like mountains
before my tears
but don't worry about me
i'll be finer tomorrow
three sugars ought to be enough
to take the edge off
my bitterness
but don't let it bother you
i'll be calmer tomorrow
and i do love you
i'll still love you
even as you shock me
give me spiritual whiplash
and i can hold up
under the weight of your disdain
and come out smiling
from the purged lusts of your life
never fear, my dearest
this, too, shall pass
one more armchair warrior's
claim to fame
will be my suffering
will be my glory
will be my victory.
—Ciara Wade

Ciara Wade ('99) is an English major.
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Memory In Antioch
Life's gates are so much more than bountiful,
While spirits dance their days away. A feather
Has no grace to make them beautiful,
Yet soaring birds can have such strength to weather
Winter's bite and summer's fiery hell.
The gift of Life is transient as a dream,
And fearful those who hear the mortal bell
Which calls them forth to journey Charon's stream,
To disembark 'neath Hades's constant eye,
Surrender mind's and soul's eternal glue
And wash themselves instead with Death's pale dye.
I search among the ruins for some clue,
And take the bread and wine and drink this water,
Remnant shards in memory of the Potter.
—Bradley A. Poteat

Bradley A. Poteat ('97) is a biology major.
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Le Petit Oiseau

The Little Bird

Je pense trop
Et je ne fait pas rien.
Tu a besoin de
Un bon ami,
Mais "pas moi"
Dit le petit oiseau.

I think too much
And I don't do anything.
You have need of
A good friend,
But "not me"
Says the little bird.

—Brad Bitner

Brad Bitner ('98) is a Bible, history, and philosophy major.
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As I was reading Dostoevsky
As I sit under the floorboards, contemplating my meaningless
existence
I notice the book and begin to read
You spoke to me as if you were my friend
How strange that a century before I was bom, you were writing
about me
all I feel, all I am and have ever been
Why are you so firmly, so solemnly convinced that only the normal and
the positive are to man's advantage? It's somehow indecent to love only wellbeing. Man may be fond not only of well-being. Perhaps he is just as fond of
suffering? Perhaps suffering is just as much in his interest as well-being?
Even if there were still time and faith enough to change yourself you
probably would not even wish to change; and if you wished, you would do
nothing about it anyway, because, in fact, there is perhaps nothing to change
to. . .
Not only excess of consciousness, but any consciousness at all is a disease.
Man is so addicted to systems and to abstract conclusions that he is
prepared deliberately to distort the truth, to close his eyes and ears, but to
justify his logic at all cost. . .
I have... in my own life, carried to the extreme that which you have
never ventured to carry even halfway . . .
Man will never give up true suffering, because suffering is the sole root of
consciousness. . .
The best thing is to do nothing... the best thing is conscious inertia . . .
You said it best when you said that man
is somehow afraid of really discovering truth,
because as soon as it is found, there will be nothing to search for
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I wonder how many other people have picked up this book, read it,
and discarded it
writing it off as sick, absurd, worthless
And I wonder if there are others who have resonated with your
fictitious character when he said that
it is in despair that you find the sharpest pleasures, particularly when
you are most acutely aware of the hopelessness of your position . . .
With that sentence you described my pathology
a hundred years before I even knew it was mine to possess
The only difference is that you wrote it as fiction, while
I could have written it as an autobiography
(and meant every word)
—Erin Carter
(All quotes are taken from Fyodor Dostoevsky's Notes From
Underground)

Erin Carter ('98) is a philosophy major.
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Waters Of Remembering
I am stirred gently by the eastern winds which are bountiful,
That carry my sense of autumn on a sailing feather,
And make the rapture understandable,
As leaves that greet my tripping feet announce the cool weather.
Summer left me the fires of hell,
So often I would want to wake from the terrible dream,
The only Keeper of my mind was a ringer of the bell,
And my solace, my asylum, was the soothing stream.
It remains a wonder how the pain can sting my eye,
The jagged puzzles of my life fixed by useless glue,
Explain the resignation in wanting to die,
And give me that long-escaping clue.
Forever I will visit the water,
And see there the face of my daughter.
—Marco Ray

Marco Ray ('98) is an English secondary education major.
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Creatures in Darkness
by Carissa Guinnee
Control... When do you have control? Are we supposed to be in control? How do
we reach the point where we are totally comfortable with our selves and the people
that we have created? Who have you created? Does that person laugh? What about
cry? Is it a stoic face that you wear? When you are alone and the lights are down,
control tends to dissipate. In its place is an indescribable freedom that is dangerous.
It seeps into your soul. Do you feel it? Swiftly in the night it arrives. Satisfaction ...
Are we ever truly satisfied there? I say no... We curl up or lie on our backs. Darkness
surrounds our bodies. Numbness fills our souls. Thoughts, uncontrollable streams of
words, pictures, sentences, memories, moments consume us. Who gives this
freedom—this feeling of being stripped naked with no one to see? I retreat to this place
and lose the person you see—the person I've created to be me. I could never let you
in the dark—it is even sickening for me to enter, but, I do ... I enter alone—often
without thinking, without feeling.
Each time it becomes more natural to slip away. No one is watching. No one is
listening. I have freedom, but no control. Does that make sense? Can you have one
without the other? I do. Control is foreign to me. I substitute gratification because
control falls through my fingers. To catch control is hard when you are passing through
two likenesses of yourself. If I were whole, I might hold control. But, I am not.
I often wish I could trade my darkness for a place in the light. It seems too
incredulous to even utter, unfathomable to imagine. Is there a way to erase that place
from our soul? No, it is always there, inviting me—beckoning with a mischievous
grin—with a gangly body and a horrific face, ugly to the eye, but attractive to the soul.
Do some live in the land of light? I do not know one person who lives there
eternally. We are just visitors in light as we live here. We continually fall away. It
begins by taking that first step down, down the spiral stair case. In the land of light
people are transparent. Nothing to hide. No shame. When you are there you can feel
pain, feel joy. You are jealous. You are loved. You are heard. You are angry. You are
content You dont have to step down, turn out the lights, lose yourself to die freedom.
You can even catch control.
The place of light is vacant.
Not a soul has allowed itself to be that pure. Instead, we shape the creature we
have created for the world to see and disappear when we cannot stand living a lie
anymore.
I keep dreaming of die light—trying to picture it in my mind. It is cloudy and hard
to see, but I hold on to the idea that it might exist... somewhere.

Carissa Guinnee ('97) is an elementary education major.
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Your Eyes
i read pain
in pools untouched by sunlight
in emerald sparkles, and sapphire flames
in holy chambers, where hearts are torn
in darkness like a shadow
in quiet (forest trees)
in galaxies seen from far away
in gifts grudgingly given
and silent eclipses
the curtain falling back down.
—Patrik Matthews

Patrik Matthews ('98) is a philosophy majorfrom Northern Ireland. He studied in
Israel fall semester.
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Diocletian's Wife
The man judges from his imperial cell;
Diocletian convicts them with a gleam
In his eyes. Christians die as he would deem;
He closes his nose at death and death's smell.
Is there a termination to this hell?
For life is a continual bad dream.
Which part should I side with? I cry a stream
For I sleep with this beast who tolled the bell.
Although I was once as impure as he,
I no longer delight in my own flesh.
For God gave me life, I must live for Him.
And however extreme my sufferings be,
My love for my good Lord will remain fresh,
Even if the beasts tear me limb from limb.
—Holly Raatikka

Holly Raatikka ('98) is a history/English writing major.
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Sleepy Man
sleepy man
sits, waiting for
day to come in bursts
of orange explosion pulsing,
past cigarettes smoking,
and coffee cooling.
what will wake him to
what he desires to be,
when hollow eyes roll back through an
empty dream,
and past frozen emerald memories?
what life he has left
rises slowly,
patiently,
and wakingly opens sleep filled
eyes of morning.
—Ryan Schulz

Ryan Schulz ('99) is an international business major.
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"Peering O'Possum"

acrylic
Sally Brestin

Sally Brestin ('99) is a music major.
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Bookcase
"One thinks of nothing... the hours slip by. Without having to move, we walk through the
countries of our imagination, and your thought, blending with the fiction, toys with die details,
follows the outlines of the adventures. It mingles with the characters, and it seems you are
living their lives, that your own heart beats in their breast.
—Gustave Flaubert, Madame Bovary

A Christmas carol echoes the rhythmic movement of the polar express,
The secret garden is a glory field punctured by an arrow of God.
The optimist's daughter wonders if the confessions of the moviegoer
will warrant crime and punishment.
Little women wander to the lighthouse and beyond the attic wall looking for
the message, and happen upon the greatest basketball story ever told.
I tasted the sour defeat of the grapes of wrath and searched for
the signature of Jesus, the Jesus I never knew.
But they found him, the four quartets;
their eyes were watching God, and God came near.
The bridges of Madison County lead me to where the sidewalk ends;
my homecoming is sweet as I keep a quiet heart.
Sense and sensibility dictate that this Frankenstein of my nights is not real;
something under the bed is drooling, but it is just the velveteen rabbit.
—Erin Hill

Erin Hill ('97) is an English secondary education major.
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Thoughts of Akila Games, a 5th grader at 107th
St. School
"The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want,"
read Mama after our
fried potatoes
and ham loaf.
I had been thinking of Tamara's African bead bracelet.
I sure wanted that.
I felt my cheeks get hot.
I didn't know I shouldn't want.
"He maketh me to lie down in green pastures:
He leadeth me beside the still waters."
Well there sure aren't any green grasses
in L.A. but if the Lord says so . . .
Daddy said that still waters mean a good fishin' morning.
Jesse says girls aren't supposed to like fishin'
But I'd give anything to help Daddy hook a big one.
"He restoreth my soul."
Mama says that my soul is a part of me that I can't see
but God can.
Mama says she restores my jeans when she patches the rips.
I wonder if Daddy's drinking and hittin' Mama ripped my
soul?
I bet it did 'cause it hurt somethin' awful.
"He leadeth me in the paths of righteousness for his name's sake."
Now I better start lookin' for the Lord's path
though I haven't yet seen his street sign.
"Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,
I will fear no evil: For thou art with me;
thy rod and thy staff they comfort me."
I get real scared walking home
through the alley
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behind the Save-on Liquor store.
I wonder if the Lord means that valley too.
I ain't never thought of a rod and staff as comfortin' tools.
Kenny says they hurt worse than gettin' hit with a basketball.
I wonder how the Lord uses them.
"Thou anointest my head with oil."
Oil!?! Mama said
that water and oil mix
just as well as brother Jesse and me—
I don't like Jesse and
he don't like me.
"My cup runneth over."
I wonder if Jesus got in trouble when he was little
for bein' messy.
"Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life."
Mama says I better make that my prayer
at the rate I'm going.
But I really don't need any more shadows
followin' me around,
that lovesick little Jackson is enough!
"And I will dwell in the house of the Lord forever."
Maybe if I'm good I can have my own room in the Lord's
house!
Well, I guess I could share with Jesus if I needed to.
I wonder if Mama would tell me not to ask
stupid questions if I asked her.
I'll just ask the Lord tonight when I pray for Daddy,
wherever he is.
—Lisa Bowen

Lisa Bowen ('98) is an English secondary education major.
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Shared Lunches
Home-made pizza, T-bone steaks,
mashed potatoes and red jello.
Remember the sweltering July picnics
on the glass-topped picnic table,
and the red checkered cloth
spread on the living room floor
in the dead of winter?
Steaming fresh dressing, cheerios,
smoked sausage and strawberry sundaes.
Why was it, that only you
could make a grilled cheese
perfect—
with the hot cheese oozing out of the edges,
bread cut corner to corner?
Wilted lettuce, sour grapes
public restaurant, buffet style.
Our last lunch together
was so different
from every other time.
Was it because now I heldjwwr hand
and fixed your plate?
Church ladies' casseroles, newly baked pies
chicken salad, coffee and tea.
Grandpa,
did you know all of these
were at your funeral?
There was an empty seat
right next to
me.
—Dawn Presnall
Dawn Presnall ('97) is an English secondary education major.
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Drivin' and flyin'
There's a big, black crow
on the side of the road,
pickin' at some meat
in the flies and the heat;
and he's lookin' at me,
tryin' to see
if I'm smilin' or cryin',
friend or foe,
that big, black crow
he'd like to know.
So I wink at him as I drive by,
and he looks at me sorta sly,
a whole lotta questions in his eye;
and I like that look
'cause it's my own—
we gotta lot in common:
ain't got no home,
no place to stay,
just time to roam . . .
So now he knows,
that big, black crow,
and h's spreadin' his wings
above the flies and the heat;
he's had enough
of pickin' at meat.
—Chelsea Winowiski

Chelsea Winowiski ('98) is an English major and the Fort Wayne editor of

Parnassus 1997.
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Simple Songs
Many seek happiness higher than man: others
beneath him. But happiness is the same height
as man.
—Confucius

1.
Yesterday you were on the porch, of course,
when I left for groceries.
I returned with the onions, the peppers,
the sack of potatoes.
Without speaking you opened the bags,
removed the rice. Set water to boil.
On the radio we heard of today's wars,
the hunger, the numbers.
"There are too many people" I said,
and you said, "Yes, but we are two of them"

2.
After dinner my coffee, of course,
your daily laugh at my expense.
We do these things without thinking, now.
First I choose a record; then you.
Throughout the day we have done the things we do.
We know these things, there is no need to mention them.
But we always discuss these other things:
"Today," you say, "I met a carpenter."
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3.
We are putting these things in order.
We are writing the stories of our days.
"Over here," you say,
"this is where we sit in the fall."
When the leaves fall from that sycamore we watch;
this is where we see it happen.

4.
Today I watched you fold your sweaters
and place them neatly on the shelf.
Today I placed my hands on your hips,
Your head on my chest.
These are good places to put these things, I think.
We have arranged our days like simple songs.
—Steven Richard

Steven Richard ('97) is an English major and was editor of Parnassus

1993.
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Drawing a Blank
by Ann Winterholter
"He is working on his masterpiece ... or so he said when he went into his
studio five minutes ago," said Mrs. Crane-Randolf, squeezing her eyebrows
together and nodding her head in a very serious fashion. "I don't know if we
should disturb him. He is particular about interruptions. He says they impair his
concentration and he can't work well."
"Oh, please let us see him, Mrs. Crane-Randolf. We promise we won't bother
him." said June, "When we heard that Ian Randolf had moved to New York and
set up a studio, we just had to come and see him at work."
"Yeah, we admire his work so much," said Bill. "My personal favorite is Black
Hole. I've been so inspired by it. It helped me to get my life in order and start my
career."
'Well... all right, but if he looks or acts disturbed in any way I will have to
ask you to leave immediately!" said Mrs. Crane-Randolf.
The three moved toward the studio door. Mrs. Crane-Randolf silently turned
the knob and nudged the door open. And there he was, the great Ian Randolf,
hard at work.
A huge piece of paper stood on an easel and Ian Randolf was making large
strokes across it with a piece of chalk. He was engrossed in his work. His eyes
were open as far as they could stretch, his neck was strained forward, and his
body was so tight that he shook.
'WOW!" Bill whispered. "That is an amazing color. I've never seen anything
like that!"
"I assume that is blanc, or is it just a regular white chalk he's using?" June
asked.
Mrs. Crane-Randolf opened her mouth to answer but before she could utter
a word the great Ian Randolf noticed their intrusion.
"I can't think! I can't think! I can't think!" he yelled, jumping up and down
and waving the chalk wildly. "I can't think!"
Mrs. Crane-Randolf closed the door. "Well, I warned you. I thought this
might happen. I hope this hasn't ruined his artistic focus."
"That is all right. It's our fault. We shouldn't have said anything when we
went in there," June smiled. "I'm just glad we got to see him. Well, Hon, let's
go."
The couple moved to the outside door. Then Mrs. Crane-Randolf stopped
them.
"What is your career, sir? I'm sure that once my husband is done working for
the day he will want to know about you, and I want to be able to tell him about
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how one of his pieces made such a dramatic change in someone's life."
Bill didn't answer. His eyes were dazed and he fumbled with his jacket zipper.
"He works with the city water system," explained June. "You know those
guys that fix all the pipes under the street? Well, he is one of them. He has a
reputation for being the most efficient employee without a flashlight."
Mrs. Crane-Randolf nodded and the couple walked out the door.

Ann Winterholter ('97) is an English writing major and the associate editor of

Parnassus 1997.
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Rendezvous on 1-70
SBF 453
I follow your red show-me-state numbers
across Kansas
through Topeka and into an amber twilight
the heavens open wide as our orange blinkers flicker
change lanes and
slide past the
truck driver slurring phrases
into his CB radio
from billboard to billboard
from star to star
yellow lines flash as bits of sky drop
like dust into our headlights
wheels clack out a rhythm
like the joining of our thoughts
we float between
black and black
"HAVE AN ICE COLD FREEZIE AT MARTY'S. OPEN ALL
NITE."
your blinker signals a goodbye in the darkness
enjoy your freezie
flip on my brights and ride into the asphalt night
—Julie Smallwood
Julie Smallwood ('97) is an English writing major.
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Dance Among the Trees
One enchanted evening
as I walked among the trees,
I met a beautiful maiden
who danced among the leaves.
Her skin was fair as fire
and her eyes a deep cool blue.
The sun was on her dress,
and the moon upon her shoe.
Along there came another,
a handsome man was he.
His eyes were as the forest;
his arms were as the sea.
I watched them dance among the trees;
they hardly made a sound.
It seemed as if she flew on air;
he barely touched the ground.
Then silently and slowly
they began to drift apart.
Their eyes still on each other;
their hands upon each heart.
And quickly as if caught
he turned and sped away.
The lady stood there peacefully,
then walked her separate way.
I've often thought about that night
and wondered who they were,
And whether pain or joy it brought them
to dance among the fir.
—J. Flewelling

Jerome Flewelling ('97) is a physics secondary education major.

'
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Danny's Dreams
The door behind me closes
too loudly!
As I quietly slip out of my high heels.
I watch his tail lights leaving a cloud of dust.
The mirror next to the window tells me
that water proof make-up is a
lie.
I creep up the stairs and hear Danny's voice—
Quiet but strong, naive but insightful, sweet but painful
"Sara?"
I allow hall light to escape into this room as I step inside
"Hey, are you still awake?"
I can see his eyes bright amidst sleepy darkness.
"Did you have fun with Tim?"
I'm thankful that tears are invisible in the dark
"Yeah, Danny. Now, go to bed, okay?"
"Okay, goodnight Sara. I love you."
"Good night, Heart!"
An apt nick name for this passionate child.
The hall's light brings back my own darkness
And I turn to close his door.
From my prison of pain I watch him close his eyes.
What will he dream?
Of playgrounds, of castles, of life?
Dream for me, Danny.
Dream for me.
—Daniel A. Buck

Daniel A. Buck ('98) is a Christian education major.
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"Fly Head"
sculpture
Craig Flaming

Craig Flaming ('98) is an art major.
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Maniton Journals
by Nathan Swartzendruber
To:
From:
Subject:

Dr. Charles Farnsworth
Chair, Harden Research Foundation Board of Directors
Bill Reynolds, Records
The Maniton Journals (Confidential)

Here are the journal entries that you requested for the last 10 days of Dr. Louis
Maniton's known life. The journals you now hold were retyped from the original,
handwritten manuscript.
Nov. 27
Dr. Ramoth finally gave us the green light for the operation. It is scheduled
for the 29th. Caldwell has agreed to be our subject. It only makes sense, since we
did all our preliminary tests on him. I hope he realizes the full implications of this
surgery. After all, he is just an intern. I am very confident in the procedure, so I
am far from worried. More than anything, I'm ready to finally take some action
after all the research and minor testing. I wish the surgery was tonight.
Nov. 28
Well, that is that. Ramoth gave the final word and it is going to be Caldwell.
I talked to Ramoth about it, and everything is set. Ramoth and I will compose the
surgical team, with Dr. Faston; not surprising, considering there are only four of
us left at the center until New Year's anyway. The surgery itself is cake! Just one
simple incision in the frontal lobe. We've mapped the entire region with every
piece of scanning equipment the government knows of. My Aunt Thelma could
find the right spot, even after she got lost on her own street for three hours last
week. But with complete 3-D maps, one two-second touch from the laser is all
anyone really has to do. Somehow I suspect that even Dr. Faston can count to
two.
I still can't get over it: to finally escape time and space. I'm not the blind
optimist that Ramoth thinks that I am. It's not that I want to escape all
responsibility. I want to look at things from an entirely new perspective. With my
concepts of space and time removed, how could the world be the same place?
Maybe I'd do a thousand things at once. Maybe I'd fly. Maybe I'll just have to
wait and see. Still, if all goes well, there will certainly be others.
Nov. 29
The surgery is done. In and out in an hour and 40 minutes, just as expected.
We decided to go with the general anesthetic, since we aren't sure how quickly
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his perceptions will switch, assuming they move as predicted. Respiratory and
heart rates are steady and strong. Now it's just a matter of recovery time. Two
days and he should regain full consciousness, although it will be closer to a week
before he'll be getting my coffee again. The waiting game begins.
Nov. 30
Caldwell is responding extraordinarily well. He's recovering much faster than
anticipated. Faston joked that maybe he doesn't know he's supposed to take a
while to get well. Interesting idea, but I doubt that the mind's concept of time
makes a difference to the body's healing process. Hopefully, I can ask him. Faston
brought four clocks into Caldwell's room and set them each to different times as
a joke. Cute, though unprofessional. I'm just glad that there are only the three of
us and Caldwell here to worry about.
Caldwell has regained consciousness but is constantly drifting in and out of
sleep. The rest, if abnormal, will surely do him good. We tried to feed him, but
he's shown no interest in anything since he awoke, so we're letting him be.
Tomorrow should be the big day.
Dec. 1
Faston scrambled into my office this morning, babbled something incoherent,
and ran back out. I'm never very impressed with Faston's antics, but I ended up
following, anyway. Faston was running off in front of me and spun around the
comer toward the lab, so I sped up my walk a little. When I turned the comer, I
saw Faston standing in the hallway, obviously sweating.
"What's the matter with you? You barge into my office, yelling at me. Then
you take off sprinting through the building. Did you drop another Erlenmeyer
flask? I told you those are expensive."
Faston just shook his head, winded, and pointed toward the lab door.
"Fine, I'll go in. But I'm not cleaning up your mess."
I opened the door but didn't even make it all the way inside before I stopped
and stared. There was Caldwell. He was standing [here a stick-figure sketch; very
jumbled and only barely decipherable] in one of the lab tables, asleep. Yes, in the
table, like he walked through the wall of his room and was heading outside but
paused for a nap. A nap! I swore it was an illusion, but there he was.
I stepped inside for a better look. Faston followed me in, saying "I came in
here to do a blood test and there he was and he was just standing there and I tried
to talk to him but he wouldn't answer and I tried to touch him but I couldn't and
now I don't know what...."
"Shut up, Faston. You're babbling again."
Then, before I could pull away, Faston grabbed my hand and shoved it out at
Caldwell. I couldn't touch him. My hand went straight through him, like Caldwell
wasn't even there. I was stunned. Then, as we watched, he awoke and walked
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out, not paying a bit of attention to us. Almost as if we didn't exist. The man went
straight back through the wall of his room and laid down on the floor.
Ramoth is rampant. Says we can't control the situation, and he's right. If he
can go wherever he wants and we can't even touch him, how can we keep him
confined? Even though we are at a fairly remote facility, rumors are bound to get
out if this guy starts roaming the countryside. Ramoth set a 24-hour watch cycle
to make sure that someone knows where he is at all times. But we can't do
anything more than watch, however livid Ramoth gets.
Dec. 2
No change. Caldwell does nothing unexpected except that he does nothing.
I mean, it isn't as if he knows that he can go through walls and is trying it out for
fun. It isn't as if he sees anything. He just walks blindly around. It would be a little
easier to justify it in my mind if he looked like a ghost or was kind of hazy or
something. But he looks exactly the same, only he keeps walking through things.
I suppose it doesn't matter, since he doesn't run into anything. Makes him a pain
to follow, though.
I had him for a six-hour shift (1 to 7 p.m., my luck) and finally got a chance
to watch him for a longer period of time. I'm not sure if he knows that he exists.
There is no kind of stimulation that brings any response: loud music, trying to
block his way, or even jumping around and yelling. He still ignores everything.
This means that he hasn't eaten anything, either, which worries me. I've brought
in every piece of equipment that I can find to try to test or arouse him. The
brightest lights don't do anything to him, but they don't make him look any
different either. I can't seem to find his shadow. I wheeled the x-ray machine in,
but the pictures I took showed absolutely nothing. All of my skills are useless if
I can't give a prescription, administer an I.V, even take the idiot's temperature.
Infuriating . . .
Dec. 3
Caldwell is the same as yesterday. We are the ones who grow worse. Sure,
we're used to strange hours, but it's our complete inability to take any action that
is so maddening. We cleared out his room, although he doesn't seem to notice at
all. It just got too unnerving to see him sleeping on the floor with his head through
one of the bed's legs. We moved to 4-hour shifts to try and make it more
manageable.
Ramoth came stampeding in on me today with a "What are you doing?"
"I'm keeping Caldwell under observation, as we agreed."
"As we agreed?" he almost shouted. "It was my decision! I said watch him,
so get back to work!"
I know this entire situation has been a mess, but Ramoth is letting himself go.
If I'd ever thought that things would go wrong I might have bypassed him and
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made the proposal to the Chief of Staff myself. The way it was, though, he was
head of the department and probably the easiest to convince. Oh, why distort
things; he was the easiest to manipulate. Now I wish I hadn't taken the easy way
out.
"Well? Don't just sit there! Sit down and watch!" He stormed out before I
could snap off a salute. One of Faston's tranquilizers is in order... for Ramoth.
Or maybe the old man just needs a stiff drink.
He insisted on bringing in a professor-friend of his from the University. Faston
and I both argued against it, but he was sure that this friend would be worth the
risk of spreading the secret to one extra person. The Professor (says he has a PhD
in Philosophy, if that's worth anything) was just stunned at what we had done.
Said it was impossible until we showed Caldwell to him. Caldwell is starting to
look a little pale, but was nothing like the Professor when we walked in on
Caldwell in the midst of a room change. We went next door to the lab to watch
and almost had to carry the Professor out. I know it's a shock, but that was rather
ridiculous. Said he'd get back to us tomorrow and left.
I'd rather keep the Professor under watch, but Ramoth insists that he is
trustworthy. I think it was a waste of time, even if we had little else to do.
Dec. 4
We received a long, frightening letter from the Professor today. He said that
we had completely bypassed a part of the brain that is essential to one's humanity.
He said that we'd basically destroyed Caldwell and destroyed ourselves at the
same time.
[The Professor's letter was found on Maniton's desk, and it much more
clearly describes the problem: "Immanuel Kant stated that the concepts of space
and time are fundamental to the way that we perceive the world, so whether time
and space actually exist or not is immaterial—time and space exist in our minds
in order to give form to our experiences. Without these concepts, the mind is lost;
this lost mind will demonstrate the true world by either reacting to stimuli in the
same manner (if the external world, as we think of it, is real) or by completely
ignoring the world we see (which would show that the world which we believe
exists; does not, in fact, exist at all). Caldwell's behavior proves a point which
before could only be guessed at because we could not step out of time and space.
This leads to one ultimate conclusion: the world that is experienced is a
fabrication of the mind."]
This seems repulsive to me, but I cannot get around it. Every time I try to
reason it away, I again see Caldwell walking through a wall that is as hard as ever
to me. If the Professor is right, it is only my mind which tells me that the walls are
there, that other people are there, that I have any purpose for being here at all.
And whether I agree with the presuppositions of my mind or not, the truth is that
none of it is real. My life is my imagination, or is it? If everything else is a dream,
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why should I believe that I can even control my mind?
But then I look at Caldwell lying on the floor. Why the floor? Why doesn't he
just fall through? But where would he go? If these rooms had been on the second
floor, would he have dropped down to the first—landed in the lobby, or
something? If he's still on the floor, there must be something there, but what?
I don't know what to think; I am here, but so is Caldwell, and I can't justify
those two realities . . . and it's breaking me apart.
Dec. 6
Caldwell died today. I was on watch when I think it happened. He hadn't
moved for so long, I didn't know if it was a deep sleep or something worse. I got
very close and watched for breathing and didn't detect anything, so I called
Ramoth in from the makeshift bed in his office. He agreed that Caldwell was most
likely dead, even if we couldn't prove it.
We can do nothing with the body. We can't even put a sheet over it. No one
dares to think of what might happen to it if it's left for a couple of days, but we
have no choice. I tried to tell Faston, but he didn't ever really respond. Can't say
I blame him.
Who can I talk to about such hopeless news? Where will I go? What purpose
can anything have? Something must exist out there. Whatever was left of Caldwell
after the surgery walked around, so there must have been something to walk on.
Maybe the Earth really is flat. Maybe the world is only two-dimensional.
Faston locked himself into the lab. I looked through the window and saw him
mixing something. I hope it's good. Maybe it's a magic elixir. (I've been
imagining everything else; why not something I like, for a change.)
I think I saw some whiskey in Ramoth's office. That will keep my mind off of
Caldwell, at least.
—Here Maniton's journal ends. Dr. Ramoth's head technician returned to the
research facility on January 6 after taking an extended Christmas leave which Dr.
Ramoth had used as an excuse to empty the building for the experiment. He found
the facility unused for several weeks. It contained only the body of Dr. Paul
Faston, who died of an injected overdose of an unknown substance, a small
number of records containing dates and procedures used for the surgery, and this
journal. Neither Dr. Ramoth nor Dr. Maniton has been seen or heard from since
the last entry in Maniton's journal. The body of Will Caldwell was never found.

Nathan Swartzendruber ('98) is an English writing major.
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Ludwig's Cantaloupe
Ludwig von Beethoven had cantaloupe juice rolling from his chin.
It wiggled through the craggy crevices of his skin.
This melodious maestro, the one with the hyper hair,
sucking on a cantaloupe, without a care.
I watched in amazement and wonder,
the sight causing me to ponder:
was this the man considered so great,
this one with juice on his chin, dribbling to his plate?
He caught my gaze and with a start,
jumped to his feet and turned to depart.
Lifting his arm and wearing a grin,
Beethoven used his sleeve to wipe the juice from his chin.

—Amy Myering

Amy Meyering ('98) is an English writing major.
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Salts
We left the wreck in our half-filled dinghy,
and ten degrees off pacific center we were,
when the old boiler blew like we figured it would
and the very air seemed to rattle as smoke rose
thick as a cloud ladder from that fuming deck
of that proud boat built to float us all to paradise isles.
We smelled burnt oil first, then the singed hair
and scalded skin of them who survived the blast
as they came washing after us in the cross currents
squalling, "Hold up! Changed my mind! Give a hand!"
And after some oar shaking and lively squabble
among us over who really was a come-lately
when it come right down to it and how many
we could pull in safe without sinking ourselves,
we began to fish the wretches out, all choking,
shivering, whimpering like harpooned seals,
but so grateful to be saved by anyone, even us,
so happy to listen to all our told-you-so's
and to flop meek as mackerel under the relaxes
in fear of irritating any of us who
might hold a little grudge for past bad treatment,
so as to deny a man the only craft afloat.
Now I was one among that irritable party
but I began to calm down once I noticed
we weren't in danger after all—for no matter
how many we pulled in, we never overloaded,
nor took water, nor lowered the gunwale an inch
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and I thought it a wild curiosity, till I saw
that fast as we pulled one man in, another one
took the saved man's place in the salt water!
The fools would get quiet, then jump back overboard
and sink in our wake, or get pulled down by sharks or cramps,
or just swim off not looking back, or bobbing still
and calling for us to quit putting on airs and join them.
But the fog closed round and we disappeared forever
a dinghy full of old salts and new meat bound east,
a mixed boat of horizon scanners and hand trailers
roaring prophecy and despair and thanksgiving
in the same general chanty—a cockeyed ship
but straight-aimed just the same, I suppose.
—Rick Hill

Rick Hill is an Associate Professor of English and the faculty sponsorfor Parnassus.
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Second Place Creative Non-Fiction Winner

Refrigerator Girl
by Daniel A. Buck
It's funny to hear people talk about sex. First of all, nobody finishes their
sentences. They say things like, "I think guys should just understand that
sometimes his wife may not want to ..." And no one ever says the word "sex."
They use other words like "intimacy." I think that "intimacy" is the wrong word
to use. If people are going to find a euphemism for "sex," they need to find a
synonym. Intimacy is not sex.
When I was eight years old, my family moved into an old farmhouse in upstate
New York. I had never lived in the country before and was a bit overwhelmed by
the 250 acres of undeveloped land surrounding my new home. Our only neighbors
lived across the street in a green and white run-down trailer. To my great dismay,
the only member of this family my age was Lydia. A girl. It was hate at first sight,
as could be expected between two eight-year-olds of the opposite sex. Boredom,
however, led to friendship and it wasn't long before we were spending every hour
of daylight together.
We drank in our vast natural playground like two explorers thirsty for new
horizons. We swam in pools and ponds until we were wrinkled. We rode our
bikes on marathons down small country roads. We built more forts than the Union
army. We ventured into ghost-filled barns. And we talked. I don't remember
exactly what we talked about, but I know I learned more from Lydia under huge
oaks and wading through streams than I could have from any professor in a
classroom.
As we turned ten years old (became double-digiters), we were both awkward
and unattractive, but neither of us knew it, or cared. All we knew was that it was
because of the other person that we were not alone. That was all we needed to
know. That summer, after a hot journey into the "black forest" just beyond my
backyard, Lydia and I took refuge in my kitchen. Lydia was standing in front of
the refrigerator looking for something to drink and I was peering under her arm
and over her shoulder. Then it happened. I don't remember making a conscious
decision to do it, or even making a move toward her, but when I opened my eyes
my arms were around her waist and my head was resting on her shoulder. I was
hugging her!
She turned to me in shock. "What are you doing? Why did you just hug me?"
"I didn't... I was just... fooling around."
I wasn't fooling around. I had hugged her and I didn't know why. But I do
now. There, by the glow of the refrigerator bulb, I had gotten a glimpse of
intimacy. Lydia was a big part of who I was, and I felt free to be that person when
I was near her. For some reason, on this hot afternoon, mere appreciation was not
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enough. I was staggeringly content in her presence and the indescribable peace
simply overflowed into an embrace. I was powerless against it.
Well, of course, we went back to the serious business of keeping ourselves
entertained, but I learned an important lesson that day. Somewhere within me I
came to realize that intimacy was not meeting a husband at the door in just an
apron or laying a wife down in a bed of rose petals. Intimacy is standing before
an open refrigerator with someone and knowing there's no place you'd rather be.

Daniel A. Buck ('98) is a Christian education major.
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Warm Afternoon in June
It's a warm afternoon In the middle of June And I can't quite
comprehend That this is the end I wait patiently for you to say
"come outside and let's play with my blue spotted spider And the
martian space fighter."
An old woman stares through her pain Hoping quite in vain To be
outside To be again a child I sit dreaming in my tree Of how it all
used to be But the flowers all shake their heads And the dog still
wants to be fed And Clinton is on TV With a power-hungry plea An
ant is on my leg so I think of Auntie Peg.
Still there is no call You must be at the mall A boy rides by on his
bike I remember our long hikes My Father from above Looks at me
with love Then gently whispers in my ear "He's with me now, my
dear."
My tears begin to fall And I wish that I could crawl Back to being
three When meaning eluded me And still I can't quite comprehend
That this really is the end So I just lay and blink Trying not to think
On that warm afternoon In the middle of June.
—Polly Arnold

Polly Arnold ('99) is an English major.
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Poetry Honorable Mention

Very Personals
SWM — looking for a woman
who can sing me to sleep,
likes to color in restaurants until 2 AM,
prefer someone who is very good
at back rubs, someone who loves
Trivial Pursuit and Alfred Hitchcock
movies, someone who makes great
chocolate chip cookies whenever
I've had a lousy day, and will
smile at me when I wake, to let me know
that all is right in the world.
Most importantly, must remind me
of the one who did all of these things, OR
help me forget her.

—Daniel A. Buck

Daniel A. Buck ('98) is a Christian education major.
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Derrida vs My Mom
"This room is a pig sty!"
she said.
"That's just the problem with the western mind set,"
i sighed,
"Everything is seen in terms of polar opposites."
"Clean it up!"
she insisted.
"You're only saying that because you believe in the ascribed signifier
'clean',"
i returned.
"Do you believe in the ascribed signifier "your rear end'?
Because i'm about to kick it!"
It was then that i realized that
in the vast fluidity of language,
there was room even for her narrow, traditional interpretation,
i began gathering up my dirty clothes.
—Mark Bane

Mark Bane ('99) is an English and philosophy major.
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Virginia Beach
She is perched on the balcony of the Seaside Motel.
Ten floors of turquoise paint peels and
The souvenir shops scream bargains.
But she is oblivious to it all because
She is mesmerized by the waves,
The cold fingers of an approaching storm.
I stand on the boardwalk and watch her and
Wonder what she hears in the grey strength of the ocean.
Does the sound soothe her pain and
Does it answer her prayer and
Will it give her the hope she reaches for
As this storm approaches her heart?
—Amy Meyering

Amy Meyering ('98) is an English writing major.
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Nocturne (III)
Josi Asuncidn Silva
1952
Spanish translation
One night,
a night filled with murmurs, perfume and the music of wings;
one night
that burned in the nuptial and humid shadow,
slowly by my side, tightly against me, silent and pale
as if a premonition of infinite sorrow
by the flower path that crosses the plain
you walked;
and the full moon
scattered its white light through the dark, profound skies;
and your shadow
fine and languid,
and my shadow,
projected through the rays of the moon
the path they united;
and they were one,
and they were one,
and they were one great shadow,
and they were one great shadow,
and they were one great shadow . . .
This night
alone; the soul
filled with the bitterness and agonies of your death,
separated from you for all time, by the grave and distance,
by the infinite black
where our voice does not reach,
silent and alone
by the path it walked . . .
and we heard the dogs howling at the moon,
at the pale moon,
and the singing
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of the crickets . . .
I felt cold. It was the chill felt in your bedroom
your cheeks, your brow and your hands I adore,
between the snowy whiteness
of deathbed sheets.
It was the chill to the grave, it was the ice of death,
it was the cold of nothing.
And my shadow,
projected through the rays of the moon,
it was alone,
it was alone,
it was alone in the solitary wasteland;
and your lithe and agile shadow,
fine and languid,
like that night cold with young death,
like that night filled with murmers, perfume and the music
of wings,
it approached and left with her,
it approached and left with her,
it approached and left with her,. . . Oh, the bound shadows!
Oh the shadows of bodies that join with the shadows of souls!
Oh the shadows that look for each other in the nights of sadness
and tears!
—Rebecca Mulligan

Rebecca Mulligan ('98) is a biology, pre-medical, and Spanish major.
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To Myself at 29
Well, here you are.
Almost thirty—that age everyone seems to dread.
This is when you begin lying about your age.
What do you see as you survey the past?
What flies by you, catches your eye?
Age six—playing with your brother under the kitchen table?
Age fifteen—that horrible day when you failed driver's Ed?
(You still don't understand how that happened)
Age nineteen—how you wanted to cry at your best friend's
wedding—and couldn't?
Do you daydream about college and all that happened there?
(Like when he finally asked you out)
Who is there beside you? Who are you sharing your life with?
Are you expectant, hopeful, as I am?
Are you frightened, wary, as I am?
Are you nostalgic, thoughtful, as I am?
There is so much I have to know (in my impatience).
But maybe I don't need to know—just now.
Maybe I can wait.
Can you, at twenty-nine?
—Amy Meyering

Amy Meyering ('98) is an English writing major.
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"A Breath of Sunshine"
photograph
Kimherly Agal

KimberlyAgal ('98) is a business major.
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Mashed Potatoes, No Gravy
by Dawn Comer
When the occasion arose, he used whatever he could find: chewing gum on
parking lot pavement, paste from his five year old's art project in progress, hobby
glue from his son's model airplane, snot (once when he had a cold), even the
sticky side of a stamp. As unpredictable as the shedding of his hair was Henry's
use of adhesives. It all started at a restaurant, on his forty-first birthday.
Henry liked mashed potatoes best of all, so when his wife Rebecca took him
to the Best Restaurant in Town (though nobody believed it was true) he ordered
mashed potatoes, no gravy. He liked to taste the potatoes with nothing on
them—not even a pat of butter.
"Don't you want a steak with that, Dear?" his wife asked. "Mashed potatoes
are meant to be a side dish."
Henry looked at her and the black "Over the Hill" balloons at his side, and
asked her to speak just a little louder. He thought his hearing was going.
"I said, don't you think you should get something besides the potatoes," she
said again, this time louder and with her hands cupped around her petite mouth.
"No," Henry sighed, "not for me." He felt his teeth with his tongue, pushing
each firmly to make sure none had fallen out since that critical moment of the
turning of another year.
The only thing Henry had going for him, that age had yet to affect, was his
hair. The rest of him could go down the tubes, for all he cared, so long as God
saved his hair. He was about to run his fingers through it as had been his ritual for
each birthday since number 30. Each year he would say, "Look Rebecca, every
follicle intact." And Rebecca would say, "Yes, Henry, they'll all go with you to the
grave." If she were ever to say something different, it would shake him terribly,
so she always said the same thing.
The waiter, a neatly dressed young man whose tie had "Best Restaurant in
Town" woven into it in neat script between lines of maroon and silver, tripped
lightly up to their table, a plate of mashed potatoes in his left hand, a sumptuous
broiled chicken dinner in the other. He looked at Henry's black balloons, winked,
and said, "When I reach the top of that hill, it will be winter, the hill will be
snow-covered, and I'll take a sled down to the bottom at 100 miles an hour."
Henry cupped his hand to his right ear in feigned deafness.
The waiter left and Henry reached his hand up to his head and buried his
fingers in his hair. Rebecca sighed, laid aside her fork which had already pierced
a green bean, and waited.
"Look Rebecca," Henry said, "every follicle intact."
And then, as she was about to say her line, two strands of golden hair drifted,
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like feathers, from Henry's head and came to rest on his magnificent birthday
dinner of mashed potatoes, no gravy.
His wife stared. After 11 years of saying, "Yes, Henry. They'll all go with you
to the grave," all she could think to say was, "You know, Henry, they just beat
you to the grave." And with that five more hairs pulled up root and plummeted
headfirst to a soft, white death.
Henry was shaken. Very shaken. Quickly, he turned around, hoping to find the
waiter holding a bag of blonde hairs, hoping it was only a joke. There was no one.
With strict composure, Henry picked up the hairs, one by one and, applying
potatoes to the ends of each, proceeded to return them to their rightful place. If
one refused to stay, Henry simply slapped on a finger-full of potatoes, and
massaged it into his scalp. Meticulously, he made each stand, tilting each to just
the right angle, until he felt certain it looked natural. Rebecca told him to stop,
said that people were staring and that their waiter had called the kitchen staff out
to watch. It was all so embarrassing.
"Say it, Rebecca," Henry said after he had pasted each hair back in place.
"Say it loud enough for everybody to hear."
Rebecca was embarrassed for herself for her husband, for everybody who had
ever sat in the Best Restaurant in Town with black birthday balloons for their
forty-first birthday. "I cannot say it," Rebecca said. "It is not true."
"It is true, Rebecca, it is true," he said in measured tone. "I will go to my
grave, every follicle intact."
Rebecca lowered her head to the table, sobbing softly over her chicken. And
then, for being such a quiet, unassuming man, Henry did an amazing thing.
Rising to his feet, Henry removed the napkin he'd tucked into his shirt, flipped
it with a snap, and spoke with such determination, not a one could doubt him. "I
will," he said, "go to my grave, every follicle intact." Then he walked away from
his wife and his balloons, and walked out the front door.
Rebecca opened her eyes to the pitying gaze of her waiter. "You must have
passed out," he said. "You're pale as those potatoes." She looked at the plate of
potatoes, smeared haphazardly by her husband's hands. "Come on, let me have
someone take you home."
The waiter asked for a volunteer to drive "this poor woman with the troubled
husband" home. A balding man, in his mid-thirties, volunteered. He took her arm
and led her outside to his car. All she remembered was that the car was white and
that he said, "Don't worry, your husband will get over it."
The only problem was that Henry didn't get over it. Having made his pledge
to the regulars at the Best Restaurant in Town, not to mention his wife, though
she would rather he forget about the whole thing, Henry was determined not to
let a hair fall from his head—or stay fallen if it did fall—until death retired him at
the bottom of the hill.
Though they said it couldn't be done, Henry numbered the hairs on his head.
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Rebecca used religion to try and stop him, saying only God could number the
hairs on one's head and that he was trying to take the place of God which was
most certainly a sin. Henry said God intended for the same number of hairs to
remain on a person's head and couldn't be bothered with constant addition and
subtraction and that he was making things easier on God by saving him the
needless mathematics.
Two months after the pledge, Henry and Rebecca's house had become a
museum of adhesives—scotch tape, masking tape, Elmer's glue, super glue, paste,
Bondo putty, post-it notes of all colors. There were containers in every room for
spare hairs. In the bathroom, Henry's hairs were to be picked from the shower
and placed in the green plastic conch dish; in the kitchen, they were to go in the
small canister marked "tea" for which his wife never before had a use. Henry had
removed the dried rose petals from the pink wicker basket on top of the television
so as to have another hair receptacle. He refused Bethany the daughterly right of
running her hands through Daddy's hair and had begun to teach his pubescent son
Earl hair care techniques.
In the mornings as Earl prepared for school and Henry for work, there often
arose confrontations. "Henry," Rebecca would tell her friends, "if given the
chance, would spend hours preening in front of the bathroom mirror. He actually
elbows Earl out of the way, and Earl has more girls to impress than Henry!"
It was only a matter of time before things fell apart. Nine months from the
pledge, Rebecca cracked. She tried to shave Henry's head while he slept, like
Delilah shearing Samson of his lovely locks, but Henry could feel the slightest hurt
to his hair, as if the hairs themselves were alive. So she mocked him, told him that
hair wasn't everything, plastered pictures on their bedroom walls of shorn
Buddhist monks, the Pope, Gandhi, even E.T. "Such good men," she would say.
"How I wish you were bald."
Unable to destroy Henry's hair, she took to her own, methodically plucking
five hairs a day from her scalp in addition to brushing out any already loose.
"Look," she would say, shoving a fistful of fiery red hair at him, "I will go to my
grave not a follicle intact."
The month of his forty-second birthday, it had become obvious to all that
Henry was fighting a losing battle. Some adhesives worked better than others;
some were waterproof, others not. On showering, the less adherent would
dissolve or flake, leaving him with a drain of sickly twice-dead hairs to reapply.
Showering having become a biweekly ritual, every other Saturday, he was
consumed for hours in front of the mirror, searching for the thinnest spot and
reapplying hairs meticulously with a q-tip and super glue. But inevitably, even
super glue eroded and flaked like all the rest.
It was new on the market. On the industrial market. A clear fluid meant for
repairing and preventing cracks, not in porcelain or fine china, but in airplanes. He
read about it on a flight from Cleveland to Cairo, his once a year business trip for
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his uninternational company; the company's way of boosting the egos of
middle-aged middle managers with middling wages.
Flying Pyramids, the official airline magazine, contained an article on Seal All
For Eternity, a miraculous breakthrough in airplane repair:
Due to a recent increase in external fractures, Air Egypt has adopted Seal All For
Eternity as its official sealant. A clear super-adhesive, SAFE bonds to the airplane's
exterior, preventing all injury, and healing' any previous damage. "While it is not
meant for human use," SAFE President Shariff claims, "SAFE is so safe, I would use
it on my skin."
Excited, Henry showed the article to the man sitting next to him, a short,
stocky executive sporting a bushy toupee. "See this," Henry said, waving the
article in front of him. "A miracle. This is nothing short of a miracle! One clear
coat on the scalp. Just one clear coat."
The executive offered a polite smile. "This your first time to Egypt?" he asked.
"Yeah, sure. Sure it is," Henry said, annoyed with the change of topic. "My
name's Henry. Say, what do you think about this stuff, eh?" He rustled the
magazine.
The executive ignored the repeated question. "Max is the name. Computer
salesman. From Chicago. I fly to Cairo all the time. Nice place, but with all those
turbans, you'd think they were trying to hide something."
"Yeah, sure." Henry said. "Something to hide." He returned to his article.
Max, under the pretense of scratching his head, gave his toupee a half-turn.
Poor fool, he's got more to hide than those turbans, Henry thought. He patted
his perfect hair. One slipped loose and he slid it into his shirt pocket for later.
"What business are you in?" Max asked.
"Coffins. Cleveland Coffin Company. We manufacture and market coffins."
"Funny you're going to Egypt," Max said. "They cremate their dead."
Henry shrugged and returned to his article.
At the Cairo airport, Henry donned his "charismatic American" persona,
sought out a repairman with a bucket of SAFE, and made gestures towards his
head as he explained his need. The repairman only stared. Frustrated, Henry
forced a wad of American cash into his hand, filled up his Air Egypt travel mug
with enough SAFE to do the trick, and left.
It was all Henry could do to keep from slathering SAFE on his head the
instant he reached his room at the Holiday Inn Egypt, but he knew the timing
would be off. He had ten days to blow in Cairo, to see the wonders of the ancient
world, to gorge himself on dates and pomegranates, to seek the legendary purple
rose. Then he would return home, bronzed by the sun-god Ra, just two days
before his forty-second birthday. Ah! it would be perfect.
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Henry sees himself sitting across from Rebecca in the Best Restaurant in
Town, the very picture of health, wearing jean shorts and a plum colored
shirt. He orders a porterhouse, rare, no side. She orders the usual broiled
chicken. The waiter gives him one look and, taking away the black Over the
Hill balloons, says, "You are walking across a grassy plain that fades into
the sunset. You have no hill to climb."
Henry rises, clears his throat, and turns to face his audience, packed with
unbelievers placing bets. Fifty against, none for. "I will," he announces with
utmost self-assurance, "go to my grave every follicle intact." He pulls his
hair. The crowd gasps. The hair stays! SAFE is the miracle it proclaimed
itself to be. The gamblers, ashamed of their unbelief, collect the money and
present it to him. Henry throws the money in the air and laughs. Rebecca,
wide-eyed with wonder thrusts her hands in his hair, combs it back, ruffles
it, buries her face in it. Henry holds her and is content.
Henry spent the return flight from Cairo to Cleveland playing his forty-second
birthday fantasy over and over in his head, sometimes railing against the
unbelievers, sometimes forgiving their disbelief; sometimes ordering steak,
sometimes leg of lamb, never potatoes.
Rebecca and the children met him at the airport, stretching out a welcome
home sign Earl made and printed out on their old dot matrix. It was too high for
Bethany to reach so Rebecca and Earl let it go slack in the middle until she could
just touch the fringe with her fingertips.
"Will Daddy be better now?" Bethany asked her mother.
"Well, Baby," Rebecca sighed, "I hope so. I hope going to Egypt has helped
him."
When the call came for all first class passengers to exit the airplane, Henry
threw his carry-on bag over his shoulder and grabbed his Air Egypt travel mug.
He ran through coach and elbowed his way past the first class businessmen, past
the host and hostess thanking everyone for flying Air Egypt, into the arms of his
wife and children. He set his mug full of SAFE on a sturdy airport chair, and
unzipped his travel bag. To Earl, he gave a "MY DAD WENT TO EGYPT AND
AT.T. I GOT WAS THIS LOUSY T-SHIRT" shirt with a hot pink Sphinx on the
back. Next, he pulled out a sand globe of the pyramids for Bethany, who took it
in both hands and shook it until the desert swirled violently around the pyramids.
And to his darling Rebecca, he gave a dried purple rose. On the way to pick up
Henry's luggage. Bethany tugged at her mother's arm and whispered up to her, "I
think he's better." Rebecca whispered back that she thought so too.
On the morning of his birthday, Henry woke while it was still dark and
prepared for the best day of his life. He took the Air Egypt travel mug with its
magical contents from its hiding place behind the toilet bowl cleaner under the
bathroom sink. At the airport, Earl had asked him what was in it, but Henry had
shrugged off his question. SAFE had to be a surprise. Henry lifted the lid of the
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travel mug, shivered a little, and began, the eyes of Rebecca's evil hairy men
staring at him from the walls.
It took slightly less than two hours and 100 q-tips. The nice thing about
SAFE, the article had said, was that it doesnt stick until it dries—a hassle he'd had
with super glue. And when he was finished and SAFE had dried, he ran his fingers
over his scalp, and found it smooth and clean. He tugged at one hair. Then two.
They stayed. Henry stifled a shout that would have awoken the world. He stripped
naked and climbed in the shower. Furiously, he shampooed his hair, scrubbing
until his fingers were raw.
At 5:00 that evening, Henry was exactly where he wanted to be. He wore
cut-off jeans and a short sleeve plum shirt he had bought especially for the
occasion. "My legs," he told Rebecca, flexing them for her pleasure, "have been
kissed by the gods of Egypt."
"I wouldn't say kissed so much as scorched," Rebecca joked. "You never have
been one to tan. It's okay, though, I love you—all forty-two years worth."
"Hah! What's forty-two years!" Henry scoffed. Tm walking a grassy plain that
fades into the sunset. I have no hill to climb!"
It worried her that, for the first time in twelve years, his birthday did not sink
him into despondency. There was no sudden deafness, no arthritic stiffness, no
squinting at the menu before him.
The waiter came and took their order. "I will have a porterhouse, rare, no
side," Henry said. "On second thought," (Rebecca looked up at her menu, hoping
he would order potatoes) "make that leg of lamb."
"That's funny, sir," the waiter said, looking at Henry and then Rebecca, "I
thought you would order mashed potatoes, no gravy."
"Oh no," Henry chuckled. "You see, lad, I am an immortal. Age has no effect
on me." Henry's grin was just a little too broad, his eyes a little too wide.
" M . . . I l l j u s t g o n o w a n d fill y o u r o r d e r , " t h e w a i t e r s a i d , b a c k i n g u p f r o m
their table into a waitress carrying a tray of bowls brimming with potato soup
which slopped and crashed to the floor. Rebecca heard him apologize as he
stumbled his way back to the kitchen.
"What is wrong with you?" she scolded. "Have you been drinking?"
"Only from the fountain of life, Baby!" he bellowed. "Only from the
overflowing fountain of life!" He rocked back and forth in his chair, giddy with
the knowledge of his secret. In the background a busboy picked cubed potatoes
out of the brown shag carpet, the waitress having left to soothe her scalded arms.
Henry dug his hands into his hair and grinned so wide Rebecca thought his
face would split. "Look Rebecca," he said. "Every follicle intact." He grabbed
handfiils of hair and pulled. His face reddened with the effort.
She stared at him, stunned, and heard the words escape her lips, "Yes, Henry,
they'll all go with you to the grave."
And then he laughed the laugh of a cartoon trickster who has yet to realize it
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is he who has been tricked. "Hear that?" Henry screeched. "Every follicle intact!"
He felt light. So light he thought he could fly.
The patrons watched, horrified as Henry climbed on top of the table, steadied
himself, spread his arms, and flew, head first, into the corner of an empty table.
The impact was enough to split anybody's skull.
Rebecca hurried to him and cradled his head in her arms, looking for a
fracture. But instead of a fracture, she saw the worry of the past year encased in
a clear film. It was all there, a hodgepodge of gum and glue, paste and potatoes.
By the time a doctor arrived, Henry could speak only a few words which he
kept repeating. "It's SAFE," he wheezed. "SAFE."
"What is safe?" Rebecca asked, clutching at him, desperately needing an
answer. Any answer. "You're safe. Safe in my arms." She rocked him gently.
"Safe."
Rebecca recognized the stout, balding doctor as the man who had driven her
home on Henry's last birthday. He examined Henry's head, then squeezed
Rebecca's hand and said he had hoped things could have worked out. "The scalp,"
he said, "is sealed shut. See that?"
He pointed at a red swelling which pressed against the clear sealant.
"He's bleeding, but the blood can't escape.
"Can you help?" Rebecca pleaded. "Please try. Try anything."
The doctor removed a scalpel from his medical bag, and tried to scrape away
the clear cement to provide a route for the blood. But the scalpel made no mark.
He dug in, point first, leaning on the scalpel until it snapped.
'Tm sorry," he said, shaking his head. "I've never seen anything like it. There
is nothing I can do for him." He rested Henry's head, now red with blood, on the
shag carpet.
Henry's lips were blue and nearly lifeless. His breathing was shallow, but he
was still grinning. He moved his head forward to speak. She bent down to hear
him.
'Tm SAFE," he said, "SAFE," and with all the strength left in him, he reached
his hand to his head and rapped his skull with knuckled fist. "SAFE and sound.
SAFE and sound."

DawnM. Comer ('96) won the 1995 fiction award; she is a student in Notre Dame's
MA writing program.
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Love is such a
barefoot
kind of word
and we choose
to make it
so
I prefer the nakedness
and inside's so soft
it's safe
you know
how I love to be
barefoot
in the pouring rain
with even so many
stones and
pieces that pierce
it's too invigorating
to ignore and
it's too fantastic
to avoid
under this deep blue sky
it's raining
I love
barefootfully
—Megan Linton

Megan Linton ('98) is a mass communications major.
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What Happened to Your Hair? We Gave It Up
For Lent!
our minds so bright get our heads so bright—aglow
our minds aglow set our heads aglow—again aglow,
but whoa here, slow here, let's aim our little strut,
for those of us with the clear cut the clean cut.
our shining, burning brows flow with so much more
than H 2 0 accented and sent through our solar door,
you know the theme, you know the scheme, you know
the ddrreeaam, we're talking testosterone, bo.
makes that engine go—testosterone,
no grass on that track—testosterone,
no grass needed—no steroids will suffice
so sleek and cool—take that, Vanilla Ice.
that's all, folks!
You can send the prize money in check or cash.
You eager friend,
Jere
—Jere Truex

Jere Truex ('68) was an adjunct professor and administrative specialist. He passed
away last summer, "What Happened to Your Hair?" was his last poem.
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Bahama Beat
Random rhythm
of rusty cowbells
clank persistently, melodically
in a field of flaming flowers
of red and gold
Gives birth to the cherished music of the land
Transformed slowly by the
Manipulation of a goat's skin
The peaceful thumping of the drum
Palm trees swaying, sashaying to the rhythm
Marriage of Billy's drum and Mabel's bell
Consummation complete
With wooden whistles of weathered wood
Evokes the music of the Motherland
little Bahamas is born.
Blue Marlin, you are king
Of this Caribbean jungle
Flamingo, your beauty pays homage
To the plumage of your ancestors
Simple, singular harmony
Pulsing through aquamarine currents
Rippling through the richness of the islands
A concerto of creativity.
—Raquel Lightbourne
Raquel Lightbourne ('97) is a writing majorfrom the Bahamas.
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Woman at the Well
"Whoever drinks the water I give him will never thirst.
Indeed, the water I give him will become in him a spring
of water welling up to eternal life."
John 4:14

Brazen lips, Scarlet gown, Bosom bountiful
She labors on a bed of silk and feather
Shadowed in shame insurmountable
No longer choosing who, or when, or whether
Each proposal makes public her private hell
And lusty loveless men haunt her days, her dreams
Soiled since the day innocence first fell
Raped of faith, of love. Never esteemed.
O how she thirsts for new life, for release
She has lived a thousand deaths in stigma's vice
She's given, given, gone—empty, no peace
Unransomed but purchased for too small a price.
Suddenly hope! in a request for water
God quenched her thirst and became her Father.
—Shelley Peters

Shelley Peters ('99) is an international studies major.
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Flip and Stifle, Dip en dine Dart
Flip and stifle, dip en dine dart
Till pensively idle relax a la smart.
Belay tilpers and snappers and turtles alike,
Lazed bummers bemoan this long forgot art.
The keywords are dine and idly and laze.
But don't close those eyes or you might fall asleep,
deep, deep, far from enjoyment and there thus defeat
The purpose here set before us to close
Our bodies from work and thought life compose
A drowsy duldrum lyric adrift
Down distant coast lines bordering cliffs.
High up tall way there be to the top take a look,
Sits two men with two pages of two different books.
But the book's not the point, it's the sitting herein
Lies the whole, the conclusion of all lazy men.
So scuttledy do, but don't do when you scute.
For in doing is broken the grandest statute.
Now, Flip and stifle, dip en dine dart
Till pensively idle relax a la smart.
Belay tilpers and snappers and turtles alike,
You lazy begin this now recalled art.
—Jason J. Fyffe

Jason J. Fyffe ('98) is a math and computer science major.
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Black Pearl
This poem is dedicated to my daughters, Ebony and Melony, and my nieces: Cheryl, Tina,
Lavonnia, Valarie, Tenille, Chenille, Bertha, Charmaine, Nicky, Inga, and Tinika.

Pretty young girl trying to face the world
She knows it will be hard but she will not fall apart
For you see, she learned long ago
That her strength would abide;
As long as she continues to realize
That love for herself must materialize
In order for her to love others—no matter what color
She learned at an early age not to judge by trade or wage
But be what was inside
So she wouldn't be taken for a ride
She knows she will sometimes have to
Work harder than other mankind
But she refuses to let that steal her light
As she realizes obstacles strengthen her might
She knows God has a purpose for her life
Therefore, bigotry and prejudice are trite
She seeks only the light to make things right
As she knows that is her destiny in life
She's well aware of the violence around her
And wants to do something so it won't occur
That's another reason why we work so hard
Because she knows education will give her a start
To erase the pain of her brothers and sisters
Who seem to have lost hope in a system of nonexistence
Black pearl's hope is that she can make a difference
In someone's hopeless existence
Sometimes she frowns when she thinks of the road ahead
But realizes she's not alone in this bed
There will be many sleeping pearls arise from slumber
And become pretty black pearl?
—Sherrill Tyler-Johnson

Sherrill Tyler-Johnson ('00) is a psychology major.
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Where?
I look up at the sky and
See formations of clouds,
Streaks of blue and purple,
Are you among that?
I look at children playing and
See the innocence on their faces,
Silly games at play,
Is that where you are?
I look at my mother's delicate face
And see her love for me as she bends
To kiss me good-night,
Is that where you are?
I look to Presidents and their advisors,
Prize winners and authors whose
Wisdom seem infinite,
Are you among them?
Are you among the wind whistling through the trees,
Or among the bubbling brook,
Perhaps within the majestic mountain ranges,
Are you there?
I see beauty around me
Stretching to the heavens,
Reaching down to the earth and across the globe.
But I don't see you, Where are you?
I am Here
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Sculpted in the clouds,
Molded within the earth,
I am the faces of the innocent who are
Needy and in those who need to give.
I am Here
In the smoothness of your mother's hand
And the firmness of your father's voice,
When you are alone or are not
I am with you.
I am in those who preside over you,
In those who teach you,
In those who love you.
I am Here
I blow in the wind to the far corners,
I flow through streams to fill all cups overflowing,
I roar like a mountain lion at the peak
And am the meek lamb in the valley.
I am Here
I am inside you
I am your God
Look at Me
Know Me
I AM
—Christi N. Doty

Christi N. Doty ('98) is an English major.
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First Place Creative Non-Fiction Winner

Playing Hopscotch in Time on a Noon Sidewalk
by Carol Kaufiman
L Life is not simply an orderly strand of events that go from point A to point B
in a neat crescendo. Time is not linear. It is tiny, piecemeal; a series of seemingly
random events and close escapes. Sometimes, though, I glimpse the intersection
of past and present. Inevitably I find that I am a product of my past, a past that
I cannot change but which continually invades, changing the drift of my present.
And so, to regain a feeling of control, I string these events like beads down the
looping thread of my consciousness.
1/24/96: Today I was walking to work and I smelled the peculiar smoky scent
of charcoal briquettes and grilling meat. Right there in the middle of a busy sunny
sidewalk and roaring street I felt so clearly the picnics my family used to take after
church on Sundays at Blacklick Park. Suddenly, I am five again with little skinny
braids and slick black shoes. We eat hot dogs and ketchup on a red-checkered
tablecloth over rotted wood while the wind blows paper cups onto the grass. ..
7/15/94: Another picnic. My sister Grace and her husband and Dan and I buy
greasy buckets of KFC, fling our bathing suits in the back seat and drive for the
Springfield reservoir while the sky descends. By the time we're in the parking lot
and have unpacked our trunk, the pregnant air has ruptured and is pelting us with
angry drops. I grab the chicken bucket, feeling it melt in my fingers, and we run
together. Soaked and streaking and sticky, we wait, hopping from foot to foot as
Nate fumbles for his keys and the wind spanks us from behind. The car's inside
is damp with our foggy laughter and wet jeans. A half hour passes; the beach is
deserted and the water is gray and cold, and most picnickers have fled. We walk
out into the damp grass, sit our soaking rears down, and have our picnic.
1/24/96: My birthday is Friday and Dan's is Saturday. We're getting older. I'll
be nineteen and he'll be twenty-four. His hairline is starting to recede, and he's
really sensitive about that, although recently he has acquired a more fatalistic
attitude. He swears never to do the sweep-over, says, "If I have to go bald, I'll at
least do it with dignity." I just tell him the twenty-four is not old and I barely
notice his thinning hair, but.. . we're getting older.
1/26/85: Dan is posing for a cheesy picture in his #13 basketball jersey beside
the egg-white cake. I wonder if he wore that jersey on purpose because
tomorrow's his thirteenth birthday. I've got on an ugly pink oxford and I'm
sulking because once again we have to share a cake. I shift the newspaper party
hat that Grace made for me and sink my finger into the foamy white frosting.
IL 7/24/95:1 am poised in the blistering sunlight over the muddy green pond, a
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very little pond full of fish and slime. From my unsteady perch I feel the water
droplets sizzling off my back; I see the depths waiting for me; I grip the ropes; but
I cannot jump. At the edge of that strange little tree house with its peeling paint
I waver for long minutes. The air is waiting to seize me, to bear me up and hurl
me down into murky coolness. I feel it mocking me, teasing with the stench of the
water below. I stare at the treetops and I know—I know—I am watching the
moment pass. The oppressive air shifts as I unclench my toes and step back,
knowing that I will never again stand in that light and waver at the edge of space.
The instant has fled.
1/28/96: When I called him today, my brother said it's sort of strange that we
think of ourselves as one year older on our birthday. We're really no older than
we are on any other day of the year, it's just that on this particular morning we
wake up and see the wrinkles that the year has inflicted and feel the regret of
wasted months and untaken risks.
HL

"I held a jewel in my fingers
And went to sleep.
The day was warm, and winds were prosy;
I said: 'Twill keep.'
I woke and chid my honest fingers, —
The gem was gone;
And now an amethyst remembrance
Is all I own."
—Emily Dickinson

As a child I was prisoner to the awful, slow-moving authority of time. All I
ever wanted to be was a year or five older. I wanted to shave my legs in fourth
grade, and I wanted makeup in the fifth. When I was twelve people wondered
when I was going to get my license; when I was thirteen I got my first job. This
is not to say that I did not enjoy childhood; I did. But I rushed through it in search
of the glamour of being a teenager.
In first grade I read the Readers' Digest and by second grade I was pirating
my sister's Avalon romances. I read hundreds of books about tawny-haired
heroines and the dark, caustic men they loved, each replete with scenic detail and
hundreds of complex costume changes. Only rarely did I allow myself the luxury
of being a child. By fifth grade I had stopped playing "high-water low-water" and
German dodge ball at recess, and I fell alternately in and out of love with Max
Detweiler and Anthony Lyndaker. In seventh grade, I traded my limitless outdoor
summers for restaurant work and the freedom of a paycheck.
Since my eighteenth birthday, however, I have sensed a change, a quickening, in
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the rate of time. My jailer is picking up speed and sweeping me along, leaving
little time for regrets. And now, with this faster pace, I am becoming more careful
with my present. Being four or ten or seven is a one-time thing. My childhood
slipped away while I was busy clearing tables or putting on lipstick. And I regret
throwing it away so carelessly. But then again, maybe that's what being young is
about.

Carol Kaujfman ('98) is a English writing major studying in Lithuania during Spring
semester.
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When the Worm-Bird Sings
You'll find her there in the meadow, with
brilliant wings as smooth as bread
and voice as soft as butter.
You'll find her there, that bread-and-butter bird, dancing
over milkweed where she was weaned, now
bowing over blossoms from above.
Watch her dance on the daisies and learn
the beauty that is born when a worm
finds her wings. Then
imagine what music
will fill the meadow—imagine
the music when the worm-bird sings.
—Chelsea Winomski

Chelsea Winowiski ('98) is an English major and the Fort Wayne editor of

Parnassus 1997.
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Flistles & Flaggywogs
I once met a flistle who danced all around.
In his wake came a flaggywog who wore a long gown.
The flistle did fly and the flaggywog float
Upon the wings of air and the crest of boat.
They did sing and speak with an air of grace.
Their song compelled me to join in the race.
We flew further and farther upon the great sea,
The song of the two lifting to me.
It did speak to my heart of the joys of life,
Cut with an undertone of heartship and strife.
For the flistle had known the loneliness of the soul,
And the flaggywog knew the desire to be whole.
But they each could rejoice in the melody they found,
For an unspeakable peace and joy did abound.
If my breath had not failed and my heart did not stop
I'd still be following those two to the top.
For I've never seen life so abundant and clear
As when dancing with flistles and flaggywogs near.
—Jerome Flewelling

Jerome Flewelling ('97) is a physics secondary education major.
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First Place Artwork

"Untitled"
oil on canvas
Robyn Hannaman

Robyn Hannaman ('98) is an an major.
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Second Place Artwork

"Self Portrait'
pastels
Sally Brestin

Sally Brestin ('99) is a music major.
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The Fire
The fire warms our feelings!
Our flesh responds with good sensations.
For ages, like faces to the sun,
We are drawn to heats appealing.
The fire dances, brightening our sight!
Our eyes smile as we watch
The ecstatic minuet struts its stuff.
The mesmerizing act fixates with delight.
The fire turns our hearing around!
Our ears perk to the snaps and pops.
They strain to hear the melody as
The sap sizzles, singing haunting sounds.
The fire enhances our smell!
Our nostrils bring us back home,
Nostalgic memories remind us of
Past glorious moments cast by the spell.
The fire subsides to only a flicker
Not because of lack of wood—
But due to the unwillingness of a fuel-giver.
The Holy Spirit is the starter and stoker—
never prohibitor.
God, we long for our hearts to burn!
Ignite us with your fire, your fuel.
Make us warmers, dancers, symphonies,
fragrances
To others, for your glory, in turn.
—Charles D. Gijford
Chuck Gifford ('69) is Associate Professor, Associate Dean of Students, and Taylor's
Campus Pastor.
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Reaching
I'm drawn closer
Nearer always to you.
When the skies cry I remember
How you used to walk barefoot in the rain.
I see myself
A reflection of you,
Stirring this pitcher with a long wooden spoon.
And long for the days when we could share
A glass of lemonade.
Just once, I'd like to touch you
To feel what you feel.
Sometimes I think I have,
Just for an instant
Like when I see the yellow tulip in the garden.
You always loved tulips.
Maybe you're too far away to feel.
Do you still love tulips?
I wonder why you left me here
Reaching.
But anyway, I picked you some tulips
I'll leave them on my porch.
—Rebecca Mulligan

Rebecca Mulligan ('98) is a biology-medical and Spanish major.
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Second Place Fiction Winner

The Master Prankster
by Jena Sommer

Ma, Pete and I had been gettin' along just fine. Ma did the cookin , cleamn ,
mendin', spankin', and all that normal ma-stuff, while Pete and I shared in doin
the chores. Petey would feed all the animals one week while I cleaned up after
'em all, and then the next week we'd switch. Fact is, Pete and I shared just about
everything: same room, (I had my own bed though) same fishin pole, same
girlfriend, and the same trouble we was always gettin' into. We didn't share the
punishin' all the time though. Little Petey got most of that, cause me bein' the
oldest, of course I'm much wiser about not gettin' caught. Fact is, all the kids
around here know that I am the slyest, slickest, smartest trickster in these parts.
"Sam," they'd all beg, "teach us how you have all the fun and never get the
woop'ins for it." Of course, we all know it's nothin' you can teach to those that
aren't born with smarts from the first, but me, bein' a smart one, said I d teach
them everythin' I knew for a nickel per lesson. Part of the deal was that no mas
and pas could know what I was teachin' and the kids all thought that was my
smarts comin' out again, so they agreed. Everyday in the summer I'd give those
"fishin" lessons, like we called 'em, down by the creek to anyone who could put
a shiny nickel in my hand that day.
Things were goin' good, and my students were all learnin' the basics of
prankin', teasin', and borrowin' (cause it wasn't actually stealin ) without gettin
caught. I had 'em all convinced that this was serious learnin' stuff, and so my
nickels kept pilin' up. For Ma's birthday I bought her a shiny new hair pin. I
picked it out myself and everything. She was so pleased with my taste in hairpins
that I bought her another one the next week and told her it was just because she
was the best ma in the world. I wasn't too surprised when my helpings of dessert
were bigger at each meal after that. Things were goin just great and I was really
becomin' the man of the house. I was smart, and gettin' due respect and nickels
from all the neighbor kids and even a few of their cousins who came to visit
sometimes.
Well, I've learned to appreciate those days when you feel like king of the
world. 'Cause ka-blam!, without expectin' one day all the sudden somethin' jumps
right in and hogs all the praise that should be goin' to you, and you gotta work
again to get your due respect. It's pretty sad, but I guess that s how it goes
sometimes. And for us who have the smarts, we understand what we gotta do.
And I ain't one that's afraid to remind people who I am.
The trouble all started when my Uncle Jack happened to stop by for a visit.
He said he was just droppin' by to say hello, but after tastin Ma s cookin and
sleeping in my comfy bed for a week, I think he decided different. Uncle Jack was
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a travelin' man. He had nice hats and suitcoats, but no house or wife or kids. He
was used to rulin' his own roost. I don't think Ma minded that he was around
'cause he was always complimenting her on how pretty she looked or how good
a cook she was. I guess mamas like that ldnda stuff. I think Ma kinda felt sorry for
him too 'cause Uncle Jack had no home and kept everything he owned in one
strange-smelling bag made of carpet scraps. Everyday when I came back from
gjvin' "fishin"' lessons, he would pat my head and ask me if I knew how lucky I
was. Me bein' as smart as I am, would answer him right back, "Course I know,
Uncle Jack, I have my own bed to sleep in, remember?" Then I'd look straight at
him just waitin' to see if he was smart enough to get my point.
"I guess that's true, Sam, and your bed sure is a comfortable one, too." He'd
pat me on the head again, give me a strange smile, and go back inside to see what
good food Ma was bakin' now.
After about three weeks of him hangin' around takin' up space, I started
gettin' mighty sick of things. I tried to ask Ma how much longer Jack would be
stayin' but she always gave me the song and dance about how my papa's little
brother needed our help right now and if my papa were still alive, he'd do the
same thing as us. Mama had been spendin' lots of time talkin' and laughin' with
Uncle Jack, so I figured if she could survive it, I could too. She'd kiss me on the
cheek and ask me to be patient and give me some cookies in exchange for my
agreement of being nice to Uncle Jack. Now how could a fellow argue with a ma
like that?
One day, though, Uncle Jack pushed his luck a little too far. I was teachin'
Jenny how to smear a glob of mud on someone's chair and wipe her finger clean
before they could realize she was the culprit.
"Okay, Jenny, good technique, but wipe that smile off your face!"
Jenny was a born natural at this sort of stuff, and usually she had better ideas
for pranks than most of the other fellas did, but the fault that gave her away every
time was her huge anile. There's no way she would not get caught if she giggled
and smiled after every sneaky thing. "I just can't help it," is what she'd always
say. I figured my job was to make her help it, if she was to get her nickel's worth
of a lesson. Well, Jenny just about had the quick move down when we heard
somethin' rustlin' in the bushes. I didn't want to distract her with making a big
deal about the noise, so I tried to laugh it off.
"Probably a little racoon wanting to know all our secrets for free." Everyone
smiled and relaxed, and I must have been smarter than I thought because Jenny
performed perfectly right after that. We were about to move on to the next part
of the day's lesson, when a deep voice scared me to half to death.
"Hey there Sammy, what'cha doin'?"
I about jumped out of my skin as Uncle Jack stepped from behind the bushes.
"Oh, nothin' much. Just givin' Jenny a fishin' lesson," I said, then tried to
shrug it off like it really was nothing.
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"Hmm, well, so how come she can't have that beautiful smile on her face
while she's fishing?"
"Yeah, well, it actually, um, really it scares the fish away. They're scared of
her white teeth."
"Is that so?"
"Yeah." I said, jabbing Pete in the ribs next to me.
"Yeah," Pete agreed and nodded and all the other kids followed suit.
"So, did Ma send you down here to call us for supper, Uncle Jack?" I said
with forced confidence. He looked at me with a sly grin, and bit his bottom lip
trying not to laugh, I think.
"No, no, Sam, supper's not ready yet," he answered, smiling and putting both
hands in his pockets. "I guess it's okay if I tell you all what I was up to. See, Rev.
Hawkins is on his way to have dinner with us tonight, and me not being one to
think too highly on high-falutin' preachers, thought I'd like to have some fun with
him." He gave the group a little wink.
"What fun?" smiled Jenny from her perch on a nearby rock.
"Oh, just a little fun with a glob of mud, Jenny."
Immediately everyone's face turned white and they looked to me.
"Prankin's not too nice to do on a preacher, Uncle Jack." I tried not to sound
scared.
"Yeah, Sammy, you're right, but I figure a little glob of mud on his chair
before he sits, and he won't be embarrassed about it until when he gets home
tonight and realizes what the back of his trousers look like! It's nothing big,
Sammy, just a little fun, ya know. Lighten up, boy!"
The entire group gave out a laugh and nodded their approval.
Only two other times in my entire life do I ever remember my face turning red.
Now, I could feel the heat rising. What was Uncle Jack doing here sneaking
around in bushes, stealing my ideas for pranks, making fun of me and getting the
approval of all my friends?
"Fishin' lesson's over," I said, "everyone go home."
"Wait a minute, Sam," piped in Jenny. "I want to know what other good ideas
your uncle has for pranks." Then Jenny did the unthinkable. "See, Mr.
McCormick, we aren't really gettin' fishin' lessons here. Sam is teachin' us to be
as smart as he is and how to be pranksters without gettin' caught. It's a good deal
too, only costs a nickel a lesson. We're doin' real good, and Sam says we're
gettin' almost as smart as him." I glared at Jenny, waiting to see how Uncle Jack
would answer.
"Hey, sounds like quite a bargain to me. Ya think I could get in on some of
those lessons, Sammy?" All eyes turned to me.
"I don't know, Uncle Jack. These kids here are my students and I 'bout have
my hands full with them. Besides, it's costin' everyone a nickel, and it wouldn't
be right fair to tell you the secrets for free." I tried to act like that was the end of
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discussion and ignore Uncle Jack, but when all the kids gasped, I had to look to
see what they was gaspin' at. There, Uncle Jack was holdin' a shiny silver doller
in his hand.
"Sorry, nephew, you're right, I don't have a nickel, but if you'd take this silver
dollar instead, I'd be most grateful. Ya think you could make the exception?"
My eyes were hurtin' the thing was so shiny, but me, I held myself together.
"Gee, I'll have to think about it, " was all I could manage to say as Jack handed
me the coin.
"Well," said Uncle Jack as he reached deep into his pocket, "what if I agree
to use this other one to treat all your hard-working students to ice-cream this
afternoon, and you keep that one all for yourself?"
Now how is a smart man like me supposed t resist temptation like that when
the hippin' and hoorayin' of all the other kids is so loud ya can't even think? I
went ahead and agreed to Uncle Jack's bargain, just because I figured the other
kids deserved it for workin' hard, and besides, they'd keep on with the lessons
and nickels if I showed 'em I knew what I was doin'.
Uncle Jack bought us all ice cream a lot after that. My friends all started to
really like him. Me, I still didn't for some reason. I was always nice to him though,
because ice cream sure was nice on a hot summer day. This went on for some
time, when eventually my patience just plain wore out. I was bein' kind to Uncle
Jack, like Ma asked, but he was just pesterin' too much. My friends loved him,
and that made me mad, 'cause I knew he was just doin' it to steal my friends, my
ideas and maybe even my nickels.
Finally one day, I'd had enough. All my students looked at Jack as if he had
the smarts. I was losin' my due respect and I had to do somethin' about it. I had
to prove that I was the master prankster, even better than Uncle Jack. So one
day, I came up with a plan. I just wanted to scare Uncle Jack out of his wits. No
harm would be done, just a little frightenin'.
The next day, I told little Petey he'd better follow me around that day,
because he was goin' to be witness to one of the funniest pranks yet. Well, I just
kept my calm and waited for the perfect moment. I was smart enough to be
patient. That's one of the first things to know. About an hour before dinner, I was
sittin' up on the porch sippin' some of Ma's good lemonade with Petey, when I
saw the opportunity. There went Uncle Jack, whistling' and carryin' a book in his
hand, headin' down to the out-house for his daily trip. We all knew he didn't
make too many trips to that little building, but the ones he made usually were long
enough that we'd all be wonderin' if he hadn't up and died in there.
Well, I saw this as my opportunity, and I knew I had to move fast, 'cause the
best pranks happen when people are least expectin' them. I winked big at Petey,
who had noticed Uncle Jack too, and I whispered for him to climb up high in that
big maple tree beside the privy. While Petey was climbin' I grabbed a big chunk
of firewood and snuck over to the out-house. I was so quiet as I wedged that
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piece of wood tight between the door and a large rock nearby, even Uncle Jack
himself would have been impressed. That door was stuck good. I heard little
Petey above me giggle, so I glared at him and motioned for him to be quiet! I
knew this was goin' to be a good prank and I didn't want gigglin' to ruin it.
Next, I grabbed some twigs layin' at the bottom of the tree and pulled out the
match I'd been savin' in my pocket for the perfect occasion such as this. I lit those
twigs on fire, and ban' damp, they started smokin' somethin' fierce! I climbed up
that tree where Petey was waitin' and balancin' on one limb, layed those smokin'
branches right by the vent hole in the out-house.
Uncle Jack was whistling' away when all the sudden he stopped.
"What the. .. what's goin' on?!"
We heard rustlin' around in that little buildin' and Petey and I had to cover
our mouths with our sleeves to keep from bein' heard. Just a few more seconds
of scarin' poor Uncle Jack and then I'd reach down and shove the smokin'
branches to the ground.
He started poundin' on the door, and I figured we'd had enough fun scarin'
Uncle Jack. I started scootin' to the edge of the limb to grab the branches, when
all the sudden a gust of wind blew those branches out of my reach. Before I could
think what to do, the branches started flamin' and caught the top of the out-house
on fire! This wasn't supposed to happen! I was quick tryin' to think how to fix
things when Uncle Jack started yellin' for someone to let him out\ Mama heard
the yellin' and came running. She screamed and ran back into the house to get
some water. Petey and I looked at each other. I wanted to get down, but I knew
if I did right then, I'd get in so much trouble, and when Uncle Jack got that door
open he'd box my ears good for sure! So we stayed hidden up high watching.
Uncle Pete started hollerin' to get out, "Kick the log out! Someone kick the
log out! Kick that log?'
Ma came runnin' from the house with a big pan full of water yellin' back.
"I'm comin' Jack?'
All the sudden mama slipped and fell on her tail. The water went everywhere!
The pan landed up-side down with a crash, next to Ma sittin' on the sidewalk. Ma
scowled, shook her head, slapped ha thigh and picked the pan up to run back into
the house to get more water, leaving Jack hollerin' like a banshee down in the
burning outhouse.
"Kick the log! Let me outta here! Open this door! Kick the log out\"
Here came Ma with another pan full of water. This time she made it down to
the outhouse, and flung the whole pan of water against the door. That didn't do
much to put out the fire since it was the roof that was burnin'. Flustered and
aggravated, she turned to run back for more water. Half-way back to the house
she remembered Jack, and ran back to the flamin' privy again. She kicked that log
out in two good tries with Jack yellin' inside and then ran back to the house.
The door flew open and out fell Uncle Jack, pants down around his ankles,
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coughin', yellin', and green in the face. Mama flew back out into the yard with
more water, but when she saw Uncle Jack crawlin' on the ground on his hands
and knees she dropped the pan of water and ran over to see if he was dead or
somethin'. Meanwhile, the outhouse was a ball of flames. I knew I was in deep
serious trouble now, so I didn't want to get down from the tree and begin
explainin' yet. Petey was sittin' there next to me shakin'. I thought I should tell
him this was all part of the prank, but I couldn't stop my own shakin' enough to
even talk. Mama was cryin' now. Uncle Jack was still coughin' and I was thinkin'
I wish I'd never done such a stupid thing.
Pete and I stayed up in that tree until long after dark. I was so scared of
comin' down, but we were gettin' hungry and tired. I climbed down first and then
helped Petey get down. We smeared some mud on our faces and clothes to look
like we were playin' down by the creek again. I didn't really think this excuse
would work, but it couldn't hurt to try anyway. We carefully walked through the
back door, and into the kitchen. There was Ma, sitting arms folded, staring at us
like she had been waiting for us to walk right through that door. I just kept
looking down at my hands, and twisting them around awkwardly. She didn't say
a word to Petey or me, but just lifted her arm and pointed to the stairs like she
always did when she sent us to our room. Little Petey got guts enough to ask
where Uncle Jack was, and I turned to see what Mama's response would be
'cause I kinda wanted to know myself.
"He left."
With a straight face and crossed arms, she motioned again toward the stairs
with her head. Petey and I hung our heads and trudged toward the stairs. As we
climbed them I started thinkin' maybe I wasn't so smart. I was just a kid after all.
I never claimed to know everything, everybody just always did what I told 'em.
I knew some pretty good pranks, but maybe pranks weren't always good. How
was I gonna tell the kids that there weren't gonna be anymore "fishin' lessons"?
We were the only family now that didn't even have an out-house!
I was feeling guilty somethin' fierce, even thinkin' that maybe I'd give back
the nickels I still had left, when we reached our bedroom. I walked over to my bed
that Uncle Jack had used. It was nicely made and had none of his clothes laying
on it like usual. I guessed he was gone. I plopped down on the bed and my mind
started racing, trying to figure out how I was gonna talk to Ma, explain everything
to Petey, tell all the fellas about what happened, and not have anyone laugh at me.
I wished I could talk to Uncle Jack and tell him it was just supposed to be a prank,
and I didn't mean nothin' by it, really. The guilt was hittin' me hard, when I
looked over and saw somethin' shiny on my pillow. I leaned over and picked up
a shiny silver dollar, like the ones Jack had, and a note laying underneath it.
I swallowed hard, but there was a big lump in my throat when I saw the note
was written to me from Uncle Jack. It said:
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Dear Sammy,
Good prank. You got me good. I will be laughing about this one all the way to
California. Sony you don't have a privy anymore. Here's a dollar to buy something
nice for your ma to cheer her up. Tell all your students that indeed Jack thinks you
are one of the smart people, and they should never question you. I think the lessons
should be worth a dime, now.
You really got me good.
Do me a favor and write down the story of this master prank. Send it to me so
I can tell the story here in California. Your legend will be widespread. Take care of
your mama. Try not to make her cry.
Uncle Jack
(P.S. Thanks for your bed. It was comfy.)
So that there is the story of my master prank. You probably shouldn't try
anything like it at home, 'cause stories don't always have the same ending, ya
know. We built a brand new out-house and Uncle Jack even said he liked it when
he came to visit again. That's my story, so I'm going fishin' now. And I mean real
fishin'.

Jena Sommer ('97) is a communication arts education major.
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Oh Shenandoah
When the winds sing to the rooted trees
Of what they've seen since last they'd spoken
And the rain piffs staccato-code
To patient cones and softened needles,
I, too, sing—of Shenandoah, deep river:
Places that the wind recognizes;
Places where the rain once flowed.
And I wonder if you might sing this song too,
So that, through our wind-interpreter,
We may make distant harmonies,
Rhythms, that the rain will maintain
Until we resume paused thoughts
And sing near-melodies again.
—Nathan Swartzendruber

Nathan Swartzendruber ('98) is a English writing major.
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"Study of Georgia O'Keefe's 'Single Lily on Red'"
pastel
Sally Brestin

Sally Brestin ('99) is a music major.
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(It Must Be Rough) To Be a Male Ladybug
"Look at the cute ladybug, the humans voice with joy.
Little do they know that their "lady" is a boy.
"I'm a male!" screams the bug, in his deepened insect tones.
"I hunt! I impregnate! I have Y chromosomes!"
But alas, the humans can't see past the pretty red and black,
And the pretty spots and the pretty dome-like shape upon his back.
I can imagine nothing worse in the world of bugs and vermin
Than to have one's very gender automatically determined.
—Jared Pike

Jared Pike ('99) is a mass communications major.
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A Vision As Complete
There's no such eye
as the sun.
Though these eyes
are coupled, still
how small their vision seems,
and even that, obscured
by constant blink
and blur.
No, There's no such eye
as the sim.
Yet if that light were linked
by such a nerve
as ours,
what mind
could bear the meaning
of any vision as complete?
So, there's no such eye
as the sun.
Still, they're circles,
pure and pale,
and though I mourn
their central dimness,
I am glad my eyes are mostly
milky as the moon.
—Chelsea Winowiski

Chelsea Winowiski ('98) is an English major and the Fort Wayne editor of
Parnassus 1997.
—
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Divine Love
by Eric Hedin
So, why are we here?
Love.
God has no deficiencies, which means He didn't create us out of loneliness, or
divine boredom. Nor is God some vain despot, who created the human race to
gratify a desire to control. And neither is God infatuated with the idea of being
worshiped to satisfy His ego.
Love creates in order to bring blessing to the created, which we can call "the
beloved." I am loved by Him who created me. Oh, how I am loved!
But did God intend for us to be loved like house pets—like a favorite cat or
dog? After all, the distance between God and humans is surely infinitely greater
than the distance between humans and domesticated animals. Or is it?
Biblical images for humans in relation to God range from the sublime to the
slime.
"Let us make man in our image."
"Do not be afraid, O worm Jacob."
I believe the most pervasive biblical description of the relationship of humans
to their Creator is that of bride and bridegroom. The apostle Paul makes this
analogy explicit in his letter to the Ephesians, and the Bible concludes with
redeemed humanity processing down the aisle of heaven to be united in intimate
union with her Lord Jesus.
Scripture says at the beginning that "a man shall leave his father and mother
and be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one." With the advent of the
New Testament, we see Jesus leaving his Father in glory to be joined to his bride.
The none too bashful picture is of Jesus desiring a bride with whom he can share
his oneness with the Father and the Holy Spirit. The mind falters and the heart
trembles to accept that which the Word of God proclaims. But the unity between
Jesus and his church is further emboldened by the following biblical analogy.
After creating Adam, and all the universe, God declares for the first time that
something is not good—the aloneness of Adam. No creature suits him for a mate,
so God decides on a drastic course of action. Adam's side is opened and some of
the stuff of Adam is pulled out. Only from the very essence of Adam can Adam's
mate come forth.
The analogy between Adam and Christ as individuals, and between Adam and
Eve, and Christ and the church as pairs indicates that God also desired a beloved
for his Son, Jesus. As Adam's mate could not be found among any other created
thing, neither could a beloved for the Son of God be found from among created
things, even humans. One's mate must be of the same stuff as oneself. But how
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was God to find someone of like nature to himself? In the same way that a helper
was found for Adam. The Son of God's side would have to be opened, and some
of the very essence of God would be pulled out, from which his bride would be
formed. In the astounding love of God for us, this is exactly what has happened.
Jesus' side was opened on the cross, and "blood and water" poured out. God
takes the blood of Christ, mixes it with our earthliness, creates for His Son a
bride, and presents her to Jesus as the church, flesh of His flesh. We are a new
creation in Christ, for Christ. And as expressed in the Song of Songs, Christ fairly
whistles when he sees us. "You have stolen my heart, my sister, my bride," and,
"How delightful is your love, my sister, my bride."
The ultimate destiny of redeemed humans as the bride of Christ gives a hue
of comprehensibility to the length to which God went in order to secure this bride
for His Son. That God would create such a vast universe of almost unimaginable
extent and scope, perfectly designed in all of its parameters for sustaining human
life, seems more reasonable now, even if we still blush at this extravagance
lavished upon us. It also explains why God would embark on the high stakes
gamble of human free will, with its life and death consequences. A bride of like
nature with Christ must choose to love her bridegroom, and He must love her
enough to give her the choice, even if it means losing her, and dying for her. Even
in divine romances, true love cannot be cheap. The bride would be formed out of
that costly love, which is the essence of God.
I believe this is why Jesus was destined before the foundation of the world, as
the Lamb of God, whose blood was shed to ransom us from the consequences of
our sinful choice. If God was going to create the world to obtain a bride who was
free to choose for His Son, the perfect Sacrifice for sin would have to be willing
and ready, not just in theory, but in divine destiny. I believe it would not be
enough for Jesus to have said, "Well, I'll die for her if she chooses sin." In some
mysterious way, He had to become the willing sacrifice before the creation could
begin. Remember, only by opening himself and giving his very essence could a
bride of like nature be formed. This predestined sacrifice allows for the possibility
that Adam and Eve (the bride of Christ) might never have sinned, so that Jesus
would never have needed to die in this creation, and yet the love of the bride
would still not have been won cheaply.
When we are united completely with Christ in heaven, we will find to our utter
amazement that we have His nature, and that we are like Him. It will truly seem
that we were made for each other! Love loves, and loves to be loved. Amen.

Eric Hedin, Ph.D, is Assistant Professor of Physics and a Lighthouse Ministries Team
Leader.
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Sparrow I
Jumping from the loftiest precipice on earth
Leaping from high to earth-bound fate
I know that I have some gall
To believe that I
Could soar in your heights
When I simply cannot help but fall.
I am trying to fly,
Sparrow I
Fain I trust my weak wings
Would that I could
Understand just a bit
The impish grace that you bring
Helping me fly
When I'm lost from the nest
When I'm trying and trying to soar
You carry me up
And we loft into peace
So I can't fall from grace anymore.
—Coreen Koehn

Coreen Koehn ('98) is an English major.
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Prayer from Africa
Fingerprint your zebra stripes
Across this thorn tree land, O Lord.
Paint in clouds of rhinos,
In great blue heron sky.
Take up your crested crane
And brush ivory tusks
On the mountain peaks.
Feather your papaya sunsets
Like a lion's mane
Behind the buffalo-backed hills.
Streak your image in gazelle tones—
Black and brown, bronze and white.
Stipple with spiderwebs
Your sand-sprinkled giraffes,
Your green-laced acacias.
Breathe your rhythm into life, O God
Do not keep silent.
Be not quiet, be not still.
—Rened Richard

Renee Richard ('96) won the 1996 fiction competition. She is applying to seminary
thisyear.
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Cupid's Cataracts
Sharp eyes shuttered taut
with
love
shades—
Be you flawed, I am unseeing
(of your faults).
May your error
Glare
In the heat of noon,
May your sunlight
Failings
Scorch supple-silk skin,
Still, my soul-eyes close
(curtained by leaded tapestry).
Cupid's cataracts
wrap
my
gaze
With love's optic plague,
And I stumble
(sightlessly)
into
your passion-clasp.
—Alisha Benson

Alisha Benson ('99) is an English major.
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Rendezvous
In climbing castles built of air
It seems I often find you there
Behind a balustrade of pearl,
And round our legs and faces curl
The diamond-drops of cloudborne mist.
And I am in my princely gear
Of saffron with a cape as near
To midnight as a thread can be.
And your apparel, I can see,
Is lovelier than can exist.
Your goldenness is veiled in white
Bejeweled with silver solid-light.
And so we chat; light-footed, we
Cavort a mile above the sea.
Once, brushing from your cheek the gold,
You listened as I sat and told
Of memories that have no words.
Then I depart and kiss goodbye
The palaces built in the sky,
And I, transformed, descend. The blue
Above assumes a darker hue.
You walk on clouds above the birds
As I, earthbound, submerged in night,
Lay waiting for tomorrow's flight.
—Cory Hartman

Cory Hartman ('99) is a Bible major.
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IC. ..
(Thanks to Tyler Mendenhall and Charles Fleischer.)

Sitting on my writer's block sipping T,
"Rrrgh! Fricatives 'n plosives!" says me, all nasally.
"Been so long since I had a vowel movement."
"A! I see u ain't regular, man.
I know what u need," the Englishman, 'e says to me,
Like 'e wanted to spell me something.
"A real liquid diet, and your basic five:
Some A, some E, a little O, and lots of I,
And U (maybe double), and sometimes Y.
U r just consonated!"
—Eric W. Wallace

Eric W. Wallace ('98) is an English secondary education major.
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"Self Portrait"
watercolor
Julie Palm

Julie Palm ('97) is a communication studies major.
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Poetry Honorable Mention

Letter to a Friend
I miss you this summer.
While you snap photos of the Vatican,
I sort my laundry
and wait for your return.
You send me postcards
of the sea.
You and those Latin lovers
are swimming between the lines.
We've talked so often
lying on the bottom bunk,
me squished against the wall
and you falling off the edge.
Tonight, alone,
I count the mattress coils
above my head.
There are seventeen.
And you are dancing in Italy
painting your images across bright canvas.
Now twirling all across the Atlantic
until you collapse inside my head.
That postcard world—it will fade away.
But, our friendship is here to stay.
Still, please do come back to me,
with Italy still in your laughter.
—Amanda Fisher

Amanda Fisher ('97) is an English writing major and editor of Parnassus 1997.
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To My Knee
Forgive me love for not caring
Taking you for granted was a mistake I have not forgotten
Your bruised brokenness hurts me all over
Is that a rachet set working inside you,
or is that just how you work now?
Forgive me for the ugly purple worms signaling your demise—
But what could I do?
How could I know?
Perhaps things won't be so bad now that titanium
holds you together along with
Bits of a dead man
There is a glimmer of hope
—I found you a friend made of steel and carbonate
—Your swollenness has not been bad of late
I promise to care for you from now on.
—Jason Boromcz

Jason Borowicz ('97) is an English education major.
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Modern Mistress of Seurat
I am pixels
Spots and dots meshed
Glowing out to greet you
At your distance of green
I am yellow
And a little blue too
That you did not notice
That you did not come close enough
To see the complexity of me
To see that I am not just a screen
Not just 1 's and O's behind the glow of green
Not just a never-ending chain of calculations
There is more behind my electric eyes
Than the synthesis of cold circuits
I am not On Off
I am steady
I am ready
Go ahead and feel my static prick
Hold your hand up to the light
My green bleeding through your arithmetic
—Amie Rose

Amie Rose ('99) is a mass communications major.
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Melting
oh, that You can love
this evil in me
enough to die in love
when I can barely live
to face it.
how deep
is Your grace
that You shape
so gently when my heart
is yet tender
from a fall.
and it all just throws me
at Your feet,
barely able
to look up, aching,
for my shame
is so great.
the evil
drips from my hands
so painfully,
like hot wax,
as I watch
Your grace
melt my heart into beauty
only You could form.
oh, that I can face
this evil in me
enough to die to Love
(only through
such a painful fall)
abandoning self,
blistered hands opened wide,
beautifully humbled
by Your love.
—-/. Louise Wiley
J. Louise Wiley ('98) is a Spanish major.
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Raggedy Ann
I scatter my rags before Your feet
and in the drudgery of man's demise
my foolish laughter at your splendor
is one bright bird in this grey sky
my bittersweet song of future come
is a sharp prayer of love and fear
my jester's dance for Your pleasure
is a ballet of helpless devotion
but You, You are beyond all this:
all the trinkets and toys
the small sacrifices, reluctant risks
You are more than these earthly arms
can ever grasp, can ever hold—
yet in every touch of the breeze
You are coming
in every note of the bird's song of morning
You are speaking
in every chill of silence in my mind
You are listening
in every thrill of momentous understanding
you are teaching
in every glow of warmth at your mercy
You are love
and I scatter my rags before your feet
I scatter my rags before Your feet.
—Clara Wade

Ciara Wade ('99) is an English major.
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The Ridge
by Julie Smallwood
Pre-dawn light was just beginning to trickle over the mountains and through the
trees when Aaron finally crawled from the warmth of his small tent. He had been
lying awake for hours, listening to the creaking pine branches and the rhythmic
rush of the river. Now he sat in the roofless, half-standing remains of an old
miner's cabin, gazing over the walls into the forest. He could just make out the
peak of Mount Harvard rising out of the brooding shadows, staring back at him
as if it knew something he didn't.
Shivering, he pulled a piece of paper from his pocket and unfolded it carefully.
He squinted to read the scribbled handwriting, but he already knew the words by
heart. It was a page he had torn from his father's journal.
The first time I saw the ridge, it took my breath away. I was hiking up
Frenchmen Creek, through a narrow gorge toward Mount Harvard The gorge
suddenly opened out into the Harvard Basin, and there it was, just daring me to
look at it. Mount Harvard stands to the north, Mount Columbia to the south.
Adjoining them is that invincible granite bridge. It consists of nothing but
jagged, broken splinters of rock, sticking up into the sky. When I saw it I knew
why so many talk of crossing the ridge, while so few actually attempt it. I knew
that even if Ifailed I had to try the crossing.. .
"Hey, what time is it?" Mark's groggy head poked out from the tent.
"Uh, it's 6:30." Aaron stuffed the paper back into his pocket.
Mark crawled yawning from the tent and wandered down to the river. He
returned a moment later, his hair and face dripping. "Man, that river is freezing!
When's breakfast?"
"Soon as you get your lazy butt over here and make it."
"You're in a good mood today, Boder."
Aaron ignored him. Mark climbed over the three-foot wall of the cabin and
bent over the cookstove. "Did you say we were climbing Harvard today?
Columbia tomorrow?"
"Yeah." Aaron stared at the peak. "Harvard's the toughest. I wonder how long
it'll take us to get up there . . . "
"We better be at the summit and off it by noon. I heard it's supposed to storm
this afternoon."
The trees were casting long shadows westward over the meadow as they
shouldered their packs and left their campsite to find the trail they had been
following the day before. They soon cleared the trees and entered a small gorge.
The ground was covered with boulders and small, scrubby bushes that shrank as
they climbed higher and higher above timberline. Far to the right, the creek etched
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a thin vein in the earth.
Aaron led the way at a fast and steady pace. His shadow stretched out before
him, making him feel tall. He watched it glide smoothly over the rocky path, in
rhythm to his stride.
They started up a slender ledge with the stream 50 yards below. His heart
quickened and he almost ran toward the bend in the trail ahead, his shadow
running ahead of him. Mark caught up just as they rounded the corner. They
stopped cold.
Aaron sucked in his breath. Before them, across a wide expanse of flowers,
bushes, beaver ponds, and boulder fields, stood a virtual wall of granite, stretching
across the length of the basin and joining the two 14,000-foot peaks. It was just
as his father had described it—a knife edge of jagged rocks cutting into the
stainless blue of the sky.
Mark whistled through his teeth. "That is one wicked piece of mountain. No
wonder they say you need ropes to cross it."
"My dad did it."
Mark looked at him sharply. "When?"
"Last summer. He climbed Harvard and then crossed the ridge and climbed
Columbia. He was going to take me across."
Mark shifted his pack nervously. "Yeah, well, we better get going if we're
gonna make it up Harvard by noon."
They continued to follow the trail as it crossed the creek and led them for a
mile up the slopes to the right of the ridge. The beaver ponds grew smaller and
smaller beneath them. Finally the trail disappeared altogether, leaving them to
choose their own route.
They spoke little as they climbed, taking few breaks and pushing themselves
up the almost vertical slope of the mountain. Dark, heavy clouds were beginning
to drift over the peaks, casting ominous shadows in the basin below. A cold wind
brought the scent of rain.
They reached the summit well before noon. In spite of the clouds, they could
see in all directions for hundreds of miles. Range upon range of frosty mountain
peaks spread out before them like angry ocean waves. Small and far in the
distance, flat plains formed the line of a faraway shore.
Aaron studied the mountains intensely, almost furiously. The clouds were so
low he could almost touch them; they seemed to cast the whole world in
grimacing shadow. Though the ridge was far below them now, it was no less
intimidating. He could see the thin line of uneven rock stretching like a tightrope
across the valley. On the far south side, two slabs rose up side by side, higher than
the rest—the "Rabbit Ears."
Mark came up beside him, munching on a sandwich. He eyed the storm
growing ever darker and closer above them. "We gotta get out of here. That
storm's gonna hit any minute, and I don't want to be up here when lightning
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strikes."
"Dad lost his lucky pocketknife on that ridge," Aaron said absently. "He
wanted to go back up there and get it." He stared down for a long moment, then
shoved past Mark and started back the way they had come.
* * *

The storm hit just as they reached timberline. Thunder crashed around them
as if the mountains themselves were about to crumble in upon their heads. Rain
pummeled them and the wind moaned, reaching through their clothes and pulling
out all warmth. Forgetting their exhaustion, they ran through the trees until they
reached their campsite and the safety of the tent.
The rain lasted for several hours, then stopped as abruptly as it had begun.
Mark and Aaron climbed wearily from the tent and searched the forest for dry
firewood. They scrounged up enough to start a small fire and huddled around it,
thankful for the extra clothes they had brought. Dark clouds still hovered close
overhead, and a dismal fog floated ghost-like through the treetops, sheathing the
mountains in silence. Shadows seeped in around them as the sun sank unseen
behind the peaks.
Aaron held a stick into the flames, turning it over and over, burning the end
into a sharp, black point. "I want to climb that ridge."
"You can't be serious."
"Why not? My dad did it. Maybe I could find his pocketknife." He gave a
short laugh.
"Aaron, your dad was a professional. He knew his stuff. People have died on
that ridge."
"What's your point?" Aaron said sharply.
"I mean we could get ourselves killed up there, that's what."
"No one's making you come with me."
"You can't go by yourself."
"Says who? I'm not going to ruin this trip just because you're chicken."
"Look, Boder, you don't have to take it out on me. You asked me to come,
remember? Just because I'm not your dad—"
"Shut up!" Aaron flung the stick into the flames and stormed into the
shadows.
* * *

It was very dark when Aaron returned. Mark was staring morosely into the
fire. "Sorry," he said as soon as Aaron sat down. "I didn't mean—"
"Forget it. I know what you meant." He pulled the cookstove from under the
logs. "How about some dinner?"
"Yeah, I'm starved."
The crackling flames filled the silence between them. Mark dug his toe into the
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dirt by the fire. "So, uh, you're not going to try that ridge, are you?"
"Nah."
The forest was growing thick with fog. It glided low to the ground now,
snaking through the meadow just beyond the circle of firelight. The two stared at
the flames, listening to the low murmur of the wind and the groaning rush of the
river.
"Dad didn't have his lucky pocketknife the night of the crash," Aaron said
suddenly. "Because he lost it on the ridge. He always talked about going back to
find it..." He scowled into the fire. "They said the crash was his fault," he
continued after a moment, "but he'd been flying Search and Rescue choppers for
twenty years."
"It wasn't his fault, Aaron. Your dad was good at what he did."
Aaron picked twigs and grass from the ground and threw them at the flames.
"He planned this trip, you know. He wanted to climb with me—"
"I guess sometimes we just can't understand why God does things." Mark's
words sounded pat and hollow to himself.
Aaron laughed harshly. "Yeah, well, I don't know about God. If He was so
powerful, He'd show me. He'd prove Himself."
Marie cleared his throat awkwardly and stared at the ground. Shadows from
the flames flickered across their troubled faces.
Marie awoke several hours before dawn and immediately knew something was
wrong. He felt the sleeping bag next to him and found it empty and cold.
Grabbing his flashlight, he scrambled from the tent into the darkness.
* * *

Aaron stood at the edge of Harvard Basin. He didn't feel the icy wind tearing
into him. The ridge rose up before him, grinning down in the darkness like the
lower half of a jeering skull. Rumbling thunder and howling wind bounced off the
rocky sides of the mountains surrounding him. A flash of lightning suddenly
illuminated the ridge in harsh, white light, and Aaron could see clouds pouring
swiftly over the narrow wall. Their inky shadows floated toward him for a
moment before they were obscured again. Aaron raised his fist and ran screaming
toward the ridge.
* * *

Mark's ankles disappeared in fog as he ran through the trees. He had no idea
how long Aaron had been gone, but he knew that even if he had a chance of
catching up with him, he would never dissuade him. Thunder behind him pushed
him fester down the trail toward his car. His flashlight glowed eerily through the
woods. Urgency and fear reached out for him with the tree branches. "Oh, God,"
h e prayed breathlessly, "Oh, G o d . . . "
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* * *

With the help of his flashlight, Aaron progressed quickly through the basin,
climbing steadily upward. His flashlight gave out a small, sickly light, painting the
surroundings in weak shadows. He ran the last few feet to an outcropping of rock
overlooking the ridge. It was close now, stretching out before him like the blade
of a giant saw. He scrambled down from the rocks and stood at the very edge of
the ridge. As another clap of thunder bellowed around him and rain began to cut
into him, he took the first step onto the granite bridge.
••*

Mark had almost reached the trail's head when he tripped on a log in the path.
His flashlight flew out of his hand. It landed with a thud somewhere ahead of him
and went out. He pushed himself to his feet and ran ahead into the blackness.
* * *

Aaron couldn't hold his flashlight and grab the rocks at the same time. He
stuck the flashlight into his mouth, trying to maneuver his head so that he could
find a handhold on the slippery ledge in front of him. His progress was slow; his
hands were numb with cold, and he couldn't feel the sharp edges of the rocks. He
made his way carefully around one boulder and then another, heedless of the sheer
drop beneath him. Around the next rock face, the ridge descended steeply in a
narrow staircase of ledges. He clung to the rock, moving carefully around it, his
back to the stairs and the ridge now far below him. Just as he put his weight onto
the ledge underneath him, his foot slipped off the slick surface, throwing him
backwards into the air. He scrambled for a handhold as his flashlight bounced off
the rocks into the darkness.
Gray dawn was seeping through the clouds when Aaron regained
consciousness. His deep breath became a moan as furious pain sliced through his
ribs and chest. He couldnt move his right leg. He was drenched from the rain that
was still falling sporadically. His body shivered uncontrollably with hypothermia.
But he was alive. And he was still on the ridge. Somehow he had landed on
a flat rock that had kept him from plummeting over the edge. Above him, he
could make out the stair-step formation of rock and the ledge from which he had
fallen.
His thoughts were sporadic, and he floated in and out of reality. He dreamed
that the ridge was the current of a river and he was drifting along, waiting for his
father's lucky pocketknife to float by. Then he was standing on top of a mountain
with his father beside him. His father put an arm around him, and they stood
looking out over the brilliant, sun-washed mountains.
Aaron turned to speak to his father, but no one was there. He looked down
and found himself holding the page from his father's journal. The words at the
bottom of the page seemed to grow larger and darker, pulling Aaron into them.
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He read them slowly.

I made it across that ridge today but it seemed to mock me the entire time. I
lost my lucky pocket knife. Does luck really have anything to do with it? There's
something about a mountain that speaks of a great and terrible power. Even the
beauty of the mountains can be fearsome—not something to be taken lightly.
They can always be climbed but never conquered I think in the end that power
will conquer all of us.
Aaron looked to the east, where the clouds were breaking and a pink sunrise
was stretching its arms into a new day. The rain had stopped completely. He heard
a distant whirring and presently saw the helicopter chugging toward the ridge to
take him home.

Julie Smallwood ('97), an English writing major, had a fall internship in Colorado.
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Rebirth
I need to drive.
I need to dye this shade of myself away.
White to blind to bleak to clear.
Their words are coarse and my eyes are wet.
Peace, please enthrall this time.
I passed over my head and sold that old rag into blackness.
Finally, I am born.
—Sara Weinraub

Sara Weinraub ('00) is an English major.
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On the Verge
To curl up and wallow
in this struggle
would deny that
you are here.
When I hear a voice,
I do not know if it is Yours.
Maybe I do not want to know,
for then I might have to listen.
Right now,
to listen means to forfeit, to lose.
And I am losing control
much too quickly to give in.
But to listen
could mean to grow, to learn
about who I am
without my precious control.
And I find myself
at the beginning again,
just a frightened, confused girl
hesitant to leave this pain she finds almost comfortable.
The tears will not come out today
for they are frozen in a heart of ice.
How much pain must I face
to finally believe?
—J. Louise Wiley

J. Louise Wiley ('98) is a Spanish major.
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Sonnet V
Garcilaso de la Vega—
translated from the Spanish

Written on my soul is your countenance,
and whatever of you I wish to write,
you alone wrote it; I read it—
so intimate that I hide myself even from you.
In this I am and will always stay.
For although I cannot grasp what I see of you,
how well I believe what I do not understand,
taking still my faith for granted.
I was born only for loving you;
my soul has cut you to its measure.
I want you as a garment for my soul.
Whatever I own, I confess I owe it to you;
for you I was born, for you I have life,
for you I must die and for you I am dying.
—Amanda Fisher

Amanda Fisher ('97) is a English writing major and the editor of Parnassus 1997.
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Rahab's Room
Pin-prick, heart-sick; heels click round the city. Quick!
Hide yourself, locked away
Destruction's sure, encroaching.
Dim light, still night; down's bright? Not quite.
Waiting here, inside my void
A crowded cell, yet lonely.
Tangled memories everywhere
Private deaths and bargain stares.
Potpourri of noxious moments
Suffocate; the mocking torments
Of lost life dance through my head.
A soul's bazaar, that carnival bed.
Grotesque and painted Woman Clown
Performing service for the town.
But gossip's turned away from me,
To fallen kingdoms, parted seas.
What reputation garments can
Conceal the nakedness of man?
Common death, finite breath. Nothing left in here except
A scarlet cord, a mercy-knot,
A Passover for me.
—Julie Gonnering

Julie Gonnering ('97) is a communication studies and philosophy major.
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Plasticized
Let me melt the fabric of your plastic
Let me show you all your world, and then the world you trample on
Let me touch you with this lonely match stick
Let me show you all the darkness you have wrought by will or spill
Smile, smile! Make me laugh—like I've never!
Kiss me with your simple words and make my head spin 'round
Just making peace—your endeavor
Making distress and decimation, your result (known or not)
Look at your sleek, shiny coating
I bet it's glass, or maybe pearl—no, just cheap plastic
Oh—you're shielded; I bet you'll bounce
But false beauty, weather wearing: torn apart in time
Hug or shove—bet it's all the same
Enjoy associated items—not the one
Love the wrapper, but not the goods
You like plastic—it is you (let me melt you down)
—Thomas A. Johnson

Thomas A. Johnson ('00) is a mass communication major.
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Fragmented World
trembling earth,
engulfing sadness
no one can be me.
walk at a steady pace
or the world will swallow you up.
the fear that breathes in me,
chokes me,
will not let me go.
the face that sends me reeling,
it always seems to disrupt my balance,
he tugs at me . . . gently,
pulling me in, and then I fall.
he pushes me face down in the dirt.
an incredible tumble.
it starts with scraped elbows and bruised knees
until he is like a cancer growing inside me.
I don't know how to cut the strings,
drowning, grasping for life
while the saltwater stings my wounds.
I remember once being gripped by
sunshine, there are relics of it.
my limp arms reach for its
brilliance.
I can't touch it.
I don't know if I ever will.
I will keep reaching.
—Courtney Heiser

Courtney Heiser ('99) is a public relations major.
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A Response to Loneliness
by Cory Hartman

Ms

Elizabeth Skoglund's booklet, Loneliness, has a lot to say about healing.
That is the real purpose of the book itself, not to define loneliness but to discuss
how to cope with it. Ms. Skoglund states that there are two spheres in which to
deal with loneliness. She writes: "I have suggested that the problem of loneliness
should be approached from two directions, the psychological and the spiritual.1"
Her reason for saying this comes from a belief she states elsewhere in her booklet:
Current writing concentrates heavily on psychological, rather than spiritual, answers relevant
to loneliness in the twentieth century, a loneliness which is somewhat different in cause from
that of previous centuries but every bit as acute. In contrast, Christian writing has often
focused on purely spiritual solutions, to the exclusion of the psychological. At this point one
must ask the question, What is the biblical view of loneliness?
In the New Testament the problem of loneliness is presented with both psychological and
spiritual aspects.2

The booklet is summarized as follows. Our salvation from loneliness is to
communicate and fellowship with the Lord and to maintain valuable, healthy
relationships with other human beings. The example for this is given in the life of
Christ; in the garden of Gethsemane, he prayed to his Father and he brought his
disciples along with him to support him in his time of trial. Since Christ's divinity
and perfection results in sinlessness, he did not do wrong by following both
approaches to coping with his grief. This example is seen again in the life of Paul.
When he was in prison he communed with God and also asked for visitors from
the rest of the Roman world. Then Ms. Skoglund begins to describe how to be a
person that can have the companions to keep one from loneliness. The process
is this: it is necessary to have a good self-esteem so that one can love his neighbor
as himself and thus inspire other people to love oneself. Christianity helps this
procedure along, because there is a consistency within Christianity that allows two
Christians to form a common bond right away, and knowing that Christ loves us
improves our feeling of self-worth.
I would like to question Ms. Skoglund's conclusions at this point. I will not
challenge the rationale for desiring human comfort, but I will challenge reliance

Elizabeth Skoglund, Loneliness (Downers Grove, 111.: InterVarsity Christian Fellowship,
1975), 28-29.
2Ibid., 6.
1
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on that comfort. At the very beginning, let us examine the foundations for
declaring that God's help combined with human friends is the antidote for
loneliness in the New Testament. In the episode with Jesus in the garden, note
what happened: he prayed, and an angel comforted him; he brought his friends
along, and they fell asleep. In the same way, note exactly what Paul says in 2
Timothy 4:9-10, which Ms. Skoglund quotes on page 8 (the emphasis is mine):
"Please come as soon as you can, for Demas has left me.,a Paul was asking for
Timothy's companionship, but he was not counting on it, for he had already
recognized the foolishness of trusting in the help of men, even good ones.
(Remember, Paul called Demas his "fellow worker" in Philemon 24.3) This is an
important fact to regard, because it is an issue of trust. As Neil T. Anderson and
Dave Park say in Stomping Out the Darkness:
. . . you may say, "My goal in life is to have a loving, happy family all the time." Who can
block that goal? Every person in your family can block that goal—not only can, they will!4
As the Lord says in the book of Isaiah: "Stop trusting in manywho has but a breath in his
nostrils./Of what account is he?"5 But Jesus himself says, "Do not let your hearts be troubled.
Trust in God; trust also in me."6

What's more, there are many examples in the Bible of men and women who
talked with God and man, but still endured loneliness. Jesus Christ, in the horrible
events following his prayer and comfort-seeking is a good example. Following
the help of the angel, Jesus was deserted by all of his followers and friends and
died on the cross completely reviled by literally everyone, including his Father.
Remember his cry, "My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?" Christ
followed the steps prescribed by Ms. Skoglund, and yet his pre-resurrection days
ended in complete isolation. In the same way, Job refused to curse God, avoiding
sin, and he even had "friends" to comfort him, yet he spent a significant period of
time in lonely torment in which even his wife did not give him support. The
example of Paul was already mentioned. Why would such loneliness persist in the
lives of those who were doing the right things?
To answer this question, let us turn to the characteristics of God and his
relationship towards us. God loves us. There are simply too many Scriptures to
quote to verify this. As someone who loves us perfectly and ail-powerfully, he
does everything for our benefit. Just imagine what you would do for the person
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Timothy 4:9-10 (TLB).
24 (NIV).
4 Neil T. Anderson and Dave Park, Stomping Out the Darkness (Ventura, Calif.: Regal Books,
1993), 113.
5Isaiah 2:22 (NIV).
6John 14:1 (NIV).
3Philemon
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you love more than any other if you were omnipotent and the possessor of all
wisdom. God does that! (See Romans 8:28.) Now this God loves his servants,
all of whom are lonely at some point, and yet he chooses to keep some in
loneliness for an extended period of time. Therefore, loneliness is sometimes used
by God for our benefit. Let me rephrase this so that no one misses the meaning:
loneliness, even if it feels uncomfortable, is not innately evil, and is sometimes a
state created by God out of love for his children. Think about that.
Our struggles to escape loneliness may sometimes be a futile attempt to return
a "good and perfect gift"7 personally delivered from the Most High. As Jeremiah
says in Lamentations:
It is good to wait quietly
for the salvation of the Lord.
It is good for a man to bear the yoke
while he is young.8
And the book of Hebrews says: "Endure hardship as discipline; God is treating
you as sons."9 Is loneliness always such a case? No, of course not. But in the
circumstances where God does not choose loneliness to discipline or teach us or
keep us out of a harmful situation or any other reason his wisdom deems
necessary, will this great and loving God not provide friends for us? Remember
who we are referring to here—our Savior and Friend and Father. God satisfies
our desires with good things;10 therefore, if friends are good to have, God will
indeed provide.
I understand Ms. Skoglund's concern about the actual mechanics of making
friends, because it is an important issue to be dealt with. For some, making friends
is easy; others are too shy or socially clumsy to be very good at it. I agree that
self-esteem involves success in that area, but I disagree with the method Ms.
Skoglund prescribes to increase it. She advises: "Live in a way which makes you
proud of yourself. Do things which create self-respect."11
The apostle Paul attempted to live his life and seek justification according to
the instruction given in the quote, and this is what he said about it:
For [we] put no confidence in the flesh—though I myself have reason for such confidence.
If anyone else thinks he has reasons to put confidence in the flesh, I have more:
circumcised on the eighth day, of the people of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of

7James

1:17 (NIV).
^Lamentations 3:26-27 (NIV).
9Hebrews 12:7 (NIV).
10Psalm 103:5 (NIV).
11 Skoglund, Loneliness, 29.
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Hebrews; in regard to the law, a Pharisee; as for zeal, persecuting the church; as for legalistic
righteousness, faultless.12

Paul was a man who outwardly did everything right, and his conduct made him
very proud of himself; it also garnered respect from everyone around him.
However, after he met Jesus on the road to Damascus, he abandoned his ways.
Did his rejection of "confidence in the flesh" result in a complete loss of selfesteem? In no way! In 1 Corinthians he said, "But by the grace of God I am what
I am, and his grace to me was not without effect. No, I worked harder than all of
[the other apostles]—yet not I, but the grace of God that was with me."13
Paul gave all of the glory to God. He recognized that his power was only in
and through Jesus Christ. He understood a feet of spiritual life stated by Anderson
and Park this way: "Since you are a saint in Christ by God's calling, you share in
Christ's inheritance. What is true of Jesus now applies to you, because you are in
Christ. It's part of your identity."14 It is not being talented or ethical or having lots
of friends that makes one feel like a million dollars. It is knowing Christ, and
knowing who we are in Jesus Christ. The New Testament is teeming with
references to our regenerate status. To list a few, we are the salt of the earth, the
light of the world, children of God, branches of the true vine, Christ's friends,
chosen to bear fruit, Christ's personal witnesses, slaves of righteousness, holy, and
the list goes on and on.15 Our self-image does not (or should not) depend upon
what we can do or who our friends are, because those things can change in a
moment. The one who gets his self-worth from his physical strength and beauty
is in despair when he ages and loses his well-built body. The one who gets selfworth from his artistic ability is crushed when a car accident destroys his hands.
The only firm, lasting, and secure foundation is Jesus Christ, our life and the lover
of our souls. He is something to promote self-worth!
Ms. Skoglund mentioned in her booklet that "liking oneself and relating well
to other people are vital, and their importance cannot be rationalized away by
those Christians who would like to spiritualize all problems and join psychological
and spiritual needs as though they were one and the same."161 agree with Ms.
Skoglund that liking oneself and relating well to others are vital. I do not deny
that professional counselors are needed in cases demanding medical attention
and/or involving people with true mental illnesses such as multiple personality
disorder. I also recognize that God has uniquely gifted some Christians to counsel

12Philippians

3:3-6 (NIV).
Corinthians 15:10 (NIV).
14Anderson and Park, Stomping Out the Darkness, 41.
15Ibid.
Skoglund, Loneliness, 21.
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those who need it. Nevertheless, I do believe that loneliness and self-esteem are
dealt with directly by the Bible, and it should be our all-authoritative guidebook
on those issues.
I would like to close my argument with a Scripture that Ms. Skoglund herself
quoted on page 23 of Loneliness (my emphasis): "For in Christ there is all of God
in a human body; so you have everything when you have Christ, and you are filled
with God through your union with Christ."17

17Colossians

2:9-10 (TLB).

Cory Hartman ('99) is a Bible major.
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Identity Maker
I'm wearing a skirt and a grey shirt.
I'm wearing a necklace and wearing two rings.
I'm wearing (quite proudly) pale skin and chipped sparkle nailpolish
and a scar on my right hand.
I'm wearing some ink drawn like a ring of flowers on my right arm,
and I'm wearing a tiny smile.
Beneath that skirt are knees,
locked and shaken by breaths of the future.
Beneath those rings are fingers,
holding a pen flowing with unworthiness and humility.
Beneath those socks are feet,
ever treading towards the only real constant,
and beneath that scar is flesh,
reminiscent of what sacred hands recall.
And as those thoughts wander into an idealistic stillness,
and as that body fades to dust,
I will fearfully bow to the Creator and Sustainer.
Faithfully bow to my Identity Maker.
—Sara Weinraub

Sara Weinraub ('00) is an English major.
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Shrouded Impenetrable
i am as thin as dead
i make myself invisible
i could hide behind thread
i am invincible
if you can't touch me
you can't hurt me
can't make me feel
can't make me real
i am as thin as dead
i make myself invisible
i could hide behind thread
i am invincible.
—timon mCphearson

Timon McPhearson ('97) is an environmental biology major.
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Saturday Night At the Dark Linoleum Purgatory
5 p.m.
I bear trays like weights
full of beef and vast gravy bowls.
Then back again—now glass mountains
of empty troughs, chicken fat and slick knives.
7 p.m.
Scalding creeps upward against my teeth
as I smile a ghastly imitation
of health and wobbling on my feet and in my head bend
over another coffee-slurping, teeth-clicking brute.
9 p.m.
I want to cry and belch that lump in my throat.
They shrivel me with their contempt they make me
red and stammering and staring at the dirty sink mirror as I swallow
salty water. They make me
hate myself instead of them.
I float half-waking, half-dead
against a current of noses and teeth
and liver-spotted, cool hands.
II p.m.
My sugar bowls are empty.
I fill them.
I leave, thumbing a thin
stack of bills
and rattling heavy change.
I rub the dollars in my hand
and they slide soft and worn
staining my fingers with the scent
of old, filthy lucre.

—Carol Kauffman

Carol Kauffman ('98), an English writing major, is studying in Lithuania during
spring semester.
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Uncloaking of the Rational
What is this Feeling?
This menagerie of thought.
A cesspool—
A swath of pain
that no cure can cover.
[What dies when Passion
burns unrecognized
unanswered?]
My heart's lips are silent
to Its Secret. Murmurs of
Your Beauty reach that
shield—that shell—and become
Coals to penetrate and purify
my ossified cynicism. . .
To add fire to the Longing
that ignites my entire Soul.
—fill Lyn Graper

fill Lyn Graper ('98) is a philosophy major.
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"Metamorphosis"
oil on canvas
Matt Hartman

Matt Hartman ('97) is an art major.
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Forwards, paced; backwards, traced
And does it matter if i slit my
wrist today, or if i live a hundred
years? when it's a wasted heart i
try to carry—when all you do is every
thing, and i can't even give you
mine, i try to flatter myself,
with all i do in vain, but when
i'm by myself i know it's more than
just a game, when all i want to
do is please me. and you're the only
one who makes me see. i just want
to know that we can still make
it, looking for a sure thing.
i still doubt in my only one
thing that is. i still fail, i always
will, but i keep on falling on the
frail ground, i (accidentally?) put my
faith in. and in my haphazard
love, i want you to know that
i'll try harder than yesterday, and today
i'll live you out, and pray i'll
live in the now, and this day
will be for you, so please forgive me,
as i try to do, what you would want
me to do.
—Ryan Chrisman

Ryan Chrisman ('99) is a philosophy major.
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A Poet's Revenge
so you would wrong me, my old friend?
you would drown me with a thousand minor insults,
the little slights that needle-prick my infant skin?
your life is forfeit—
I will bury you with blunt, punishing stanzas,
I will grind your bones to make more bread for literary Giants,
and no one will ever find your body,
or the pages I have wrapped it in,
for there is nothing quite so private
as murder hidden in the heart.
—Mark Bane

Mark Bane ('99) is an English and philosophy major.
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(notice me)
if you see me tomorrow
shed a smile for me.
pretend, for me, that
we will have tomorrow.
while i forage in my pockets
for keys, pens, or answers;
don't notice me and gasp at my awkwardness.
allow yourself and me the time
to let weakness shadow us honest,
you'll think i've forgotten you.
God knows I haven't tried,
but when I see you tomorrow with quips and pictures
I won't tell you any differently.
—Rob Deckert

Rob Deckert ('99) is a psychology major.
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Mind's Eye
So there's this line that I draw. . .
Wait! Has it already been drawn for me?
It's so hard to cross.
I pull and cringe.
My face
Burns up
Into a million pieces
And my heart draws the other way.
Then, all at once, I cross it.
(Spontaneity at its finest)
And there's no turning back.
It draws me in
And holds me so close
To its chin.
Then it bends gently to my ear
and breathes too close.
And it whispers
The horrors
Of my iniquities.
—Sara Weinraub

Sara Weinraub ('00) is an English major.
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Superhero
by Daniel A. Buck

I'd never been ice fishing with my dad before. I'd dreamed of going with him. In
fact, whenever he went out I would help him get ready the night before. When
we'd gathered everything at the back door he'd go through everything he would
need. "Tackle box?" he'd ask.
"Check," I'd reply.
"Scaling Knife?"
"Check."
"Pepperneck lure?"
"Check."
"Fruitplane spinner?"
"Check."
The names and images of every piece of tackle in that grungy old yellow
tackle box were a part of my innermost memories. When we finished the list he'd
smile and say, "That's all of it." But he wasn't smiling because we were done. He
was smiling because he was proud of me.
The next morning he'd be gone before I woke up. I'd always tell myself that
I was gonna try and wake up early so I could see him off. But I was always too
late. By my calculations he was gone for days, but in actuality he was always
home by dinner. I'd hear the back door open and no matter where I was in the
house, I always got to him before Mom had a chance to tell him to leave his boots
at the door.
"How many, Dad? How many?" He'd hold up his line to reveal the treasure.
I'd quickly count them. Even though there were days when his catch wasn't that
impressive, I don't ever remember feeling disappointed.
* • *

I don't think I slept more than three hours the night before my ninth birthday.
My dad decided that since I was going to be nine, I was now old enough to
accompany him on one of his fishing trips. Looking back, I'm not quite sure of the
logic that says eight is too young and nine is okay. But I sure didn't question it
then. He was gonna take me out fishing with him on my ninth birthday. I couldn't
have been more excited.
"Where on the lake is the best place to go? What lure do you think we should
use today? How many fish do you think we'll catch?" I'm sure by the time we got
to the lake Dad was already rethinking his decision to take me along.
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* * *

We stopped by some trees, but I wasn't sure why. Then, ahead of me I saw
a huge gap where there wasn't a tree to be found. "Is this the lake?"
"Yup, this is it," he said. "Now walk where I walk, because I can tell where
the ice is strong." I didn't question him for a second; I couldn't even tell where
the ice was. It all just looked like snow.
Finally, we stopped. At first, everything my father did fascinated me. "Why are
you doing that, Dad? What's that for?"
He always patiently answered me, although I know it was odd for him to have
someone with him.
After we'd cut the ice and sunk our poles, we sat waiting. We waited for a
long time. I started to get pretty bored.
Then my father looked around and asked me, "What do you see, son?"
I looked around hoping maybe he'd seen a deer or even a bear. But all I saw
was a bunch of trees.
A little confused, I said, "I don't see anything, Dad."
He smiled, half expecting this answer from a nine-year-old. "You need to look
closer," he continued. "See that tallest tree over by the clearing? That's a Douglas
fir. It grows to as tall as a hundred feet. The one next to it, the real fat one, is a
blue spruce."
He proceeded to name and describe all the trees on the shore of the lake. If
I had read about these things in a book, I would have been bored to tears; but that
day, on the ice, I was a botanist. And my dad knew everything.
* * *

That was a good day. We even managed to catch a few fish as the hours
passed. Then it began to snow. It started snowing fast. My dad packed up the
gear and we started for home. I was so cold, I wished we could just snap our
fingers and be in the kitchen drinking hot chocolate.
Dad reminded me again, "You must walk exactly where I step so that you
don't break through the ice."
I did exactly as he told me. I walked with my face down looking for his next
step. Sometimes he'd take a larger step and I'd almost have to jump to get to it.
My feet were numb.
And the snow was deep. Every now and then my foot would miss a step and
my boot would sink deep into the snow. I could feel the cold blade of winter
sneaking its way into my boot to torment me for the rest of the way home.
I started to hate that day. I was angry that the trip was so long, and I was tired
of walking. I just wanted to be home.
Just as I was angry enough to complain, I looked up and saw that I was falling
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behind. I could barely see my father through the barrage of flurries, so I had to
look for his footprints again. I no longer looked ahead of my father hoping to see
the house. I aimed for the next foot hole, knowing that they would take me where
I wanted to be.
There were times when I saw a route that looked easier, but I couldn't risk
losing track of my father's steps, so I continued on, one step at a time.
Eventually, we were in our backyard again. The pains and discomfort seemed
to vanish when I got a glimpse of those warm house lights. Home! As we entered
the door, there was my mom, anxiously waiting to warm me with her love and
cookies.
As she was pulling off my boots, she looked at the string of fish in my father's
hand. "Wow! You guys really did well today!"
I looked at my father and he looked at me. "Yeah, we sure did," the smile left
his face. "Well done, son."
Yesterday, I buried my father, (slight pause) We found a beautiful spot
underneath the biggest Douglas fir I'd ever seen. I delivered the eulogy and as I
spoke, I stood there over the bodily shell that once held the world's greatest
fisherman, my superhero, my dad. In the middle of the eulogy, I looked down at
the open Bible in front of me, and I had to stop speaking. Now, I'm not sure if it
was just my teary eyes playing tricks on me, but suddenly across the pages of that
book, I saw them. Footprints. There they were clear as day. I blinked once, and
then again. But they didn't go anywhere. (Correcting self) No. They did go
somewhere. I knew if I walked in those prints, one at a time, eventually they
would lead me home, home to my dad, (looking up) home to my Father.

Daniel A. Buck ('98) is a Christian education major.
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"New Constellations'
oil on canvas
Jason Odam

Jason Odam ('97) is an art major and the art editor of Parnassus 1997.
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Iron to Hammer
Lord, I am the iron;
By You I am made.
Hammered on the anvil of life,
Heated by the blood You paid.
What am I becoming?
A knife, an ax, a sword?
Or something far less deadly . . .
What are You making me, Lord?
A hammer might be the answer,
For I'll shape many a man
For good or ill, either—still,
Perhaps that is the plan.
For a hammer can strike hard or soft
Dependent upon the need.
It's brutal or it's loving,
Depending on the creed
Of the one who wields it,
(For of uses I find four)
To shape, to spike, to chisel
Or to use for bloody war.
And though the handle and shape differ,
The sledge head remains the same,
For it must be strong and hard
No matter what the game.
So if I am to be a hammer,
I need a handle still,
And then I need a Wielder,
Lord, use me as You will.
—Jon Baugh

Jon Baugh ('97) is a business administration major.
—
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Human Bridges
In the darkness they are separated
They stand beside the chasm
That separates the peoples
Held apart by a gulf that is
Wider than their understanding and
Deeper than their hope
Time passes
A few step forward
They pull the bones from their own bodies
And pour out their own blood
They bind their bones together with the shreds of their own clothes
They begin to build a bridge to find each other
Some mock those who build
Some are entertained by the pain
Some give of themselves
Some give their very lives—entombed in the bridge they sought so
desperately to build
Bone by bone, life by life, the bridge is built
Stretching out over that endless hole
Reaching like a skeletal hand for the partial bridge, also reaching, on
the other side
And with a last heave and groan they stretch and touch
The peoples meet
And word by word they try to understand their differences
A light begins to dawn
But bridges have many uses
And soon come those in their tanks
They free their troops and say
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"We control this bridge None shall pass until they submit to us."
And soon come those in their limousines
They free their lawyers and say
"We control this bridge None shall pass until they enrich us"
And those in their tanks and those in their limousines say to each
other
"We shall control this bridge and you shall maintain it"
But none among them are willing to lose their bones
None among them are willing to use their blood
They will not shred their fine uniforms and clothes to save the bridge
They seek to use others' bones but stolen bones are brittle
They seek to use others' blood but stolen blood is as thin as tears
They seek to shred others' clothes but the stolen shreds are like dust
The bridge decays and those in power blame each other
The bridge crumbles and those in control move to the safest ground
The bridge falls It is swallowed by the gaping darkness below it
In the darkness they are separated
They stand beside the chasm
That separates the peoples
Held apart by a gulf that is
Wider than their understanding and
Deeper than their hope
Time passes
A few step forward
They pull the bones from their own bodies
And pour out their own blood
They bind their bones together with the shreds of their own clothes
They begin to build a bridge to find each other
—Steven Bird
Steve Bird, Ph.D., is Chair of the Sociology Department.
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After Reading O Jerusalem, Fall 1996
by the time i reach your gate
my ankles are weakened,
i ache.
i cry senseless words
of longing . . .
of agony . . .
only to leave myself
bitter at your walls,
i long to weep desperately
with my dead.
—Evi Morris

Evi Morris ('98) is a psychology major.
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Out of Death, Life
distill me to an act of will,
an act of faith,
a course of action chosen for eternity,
and i would love you even still
i stand upon a rock, the earth,
and surging like the flesh of warriors,
grapple inward, striving onward,
tearing down the mountains
and the myths that i have known
when are we to understand
that being hurt is not
the same as being harmed?
(if) the eyes of God are in between
the present and the yet unseen
(then who are we to claim to be
the masters of eternity?)
the life we are given,
a precious gift is not a wager
nor an argument to win
the pain of life we fear
we crush beneath the weight
of all our feeling
the beaten rock
on which i stand,
the penitence of all i am
—Brad Poteat
Brad Poteat ('97) is a biology major.
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Socialized
my hair is shorn
no Stardust covers my eyes
ankle tripping skirt
covers my shaking,
my fear.
finally—i realize

that i don't fit
your image.
twisting the rings
upon my fingers
i glare intently at
all the others,
they grin, laugh,
love in slow motion,
jealous, i tremble,
swallow the pill,
and pretend i'm one of them.
—Evi Morris

Evi Morris ('98) is a psychology major.
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Adjustments
life is turning out to be
much more difficult than i had planned on.
somehow,
the picture perfect panorama i had envisioned
would not fit on only one line of my day planner.
the cut-and-dried answers i had picked
ended up leaving stains on the pages of books i'd pressed them in.
(and now everything seemed smudged)
the preconceived notions i had dreamed so perfect
fluttered out an open window to a world
that was hardly so.
the protective shelter i had hidden beneath
blew away with the notions,
leaving me wide open to the winds of pain.
and in the midst of this difficult life
i have discovered
that panoramas are much more beautiful
in person than on paper
that answers have a much more pleasant fragrance
when alive and blooming, not pressed and dead
that preconceived, perfect dreams
can lead to quite dull lives
and that sometimes the gusts of pain
bring much more peace than the shelters of comfort.
and i am left smiling, stunned,
at this grand task of living
i have been given,
wishing that somehow,
i could figure out an easier way
to fit it all into my day planner.

—J. Louise Wiley
J. Louise Wiley ('98) is a Spanish major.
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Father
I'm a shadow in the living night,
a strain of wild music
that filters out your purest thoughts
(leaves you swaying, reaching),
just a aying child
wandering the streets
tugging at your sleeve
"please love me
"
whining at you and in the mistaken pitch
some cheap vase in a
fourth story apartment
breaks at the feet of
lovers
on their first night
and screaming fills your head until
you drag your tired and
unfit feet to the corner
and buy me a little bag of pre-packed
love.
Thanks.
—Patrik Matthews

Patrik Matthews ('98) is from Northern Ireland and studied in Israel during fall
semester.
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Standardized Test
by Ann Winterholter
Use a sharp number 2 pencil only. Fill the bubbles in completely. Do not make
any other marks on the answer sheet. You may use scratch paper. You will have
76 years to complete this test. Complete as many questions as you can. Mark one
answer for each question. When the test is over, put your pencils down and wait
for further instructions. You may not go back and change your answers after the
time is up. Understand? Begin.
Birth, infant, toddler, child, adolescent, teenager, young adult, adult, middle
aged, older, old, elderly, dead.
Pencils down. How did you do?

Ann Winterholter ('97) is an English writing major, and the associate editor of
Parnassus 1997.
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Self-Titled
ancient words do wile and confuse
my wistful spirit in spades
but as i regard the future unfolding,
hide me in the tattered dusty rags
of knowing and known devil
stay me with the choking musty breath
of these older fears and boasts—
i will keep from the tangling snares,
the chasms of uncertainty
left gaping by the emptiness of our age
tutored by long-ago relevants
the cold doubts of a post-modern paradigm
will fade, will fill with this,
the stake warmth of yesterday.

—Ciara Wade

Ciara Wade ('99) is an English major.
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A Remote Song
Everyone fights to hold me—
To caress me in their fingers—
I'm the embodiment of control,
The scepter that rules the world.
With a touch I penetrate deep thoughts,
Just a click and I hoard all attention.
I function best from a distance
I'm the master at causing dissension.
I'm used, then forgotten—
I have no true friends.
My life is not my own.
I lie around all day and wait
Until someone decides to come home.
When I hide, everyone's desperate to find me—
It's a game I often play.
It makes my life more interesting—
I guess I feel needed in some crazy way.
I give myself to their service
With no thought for personal gain.
My role in life is clearly marked
I know where I need to aim.
Without me, what would they ever do?
How would they turn on TV?
They think their choice is in their hands
But control belongs to me.
—Jena Sommer

Jena Sommer ('97) is a communication arts education major.
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Plastic Surgery
Trees fall foggy
across the air.
Bricks stack strong against
the trees
framing their droop.
I am full
of this intersecting emptiness.
Plastic dolls with cotton brains
smile when you rip their innards
or close them in a dark box.
So why do I?
Smile, I mean.
Flabby rhetoric swings me
down the walk
circling me sweetly
breathing hello and fine, thanks and
cinching my neck.
Glassy shouts shatter me
rip me jagged and new
and out into the wind.
I push face-first into its force
feeling it pull water down my cheeks
to droop my smile.
—Carol Kauffman

Carol Kauffman ('98) is an English writing major and is studying in Lithuania
during Spring semester.
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"Untitled"
metal sculpture
Matt Hartman

Matt Hartman ('97) is an art major.
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Exasperation

(written during Dr. Spiegel's Epistemology class)
(Note: epistemology is die branch of philosophy dedicated to examining theories of knowledge)

for weeks now I have listened to Professor lecture ad infinitum
regarding theories proposed by Gettier and Malcolm and Locke and
Stave and Whiteley and Russell and Ayer and all i know is that
i know absolutely nothing (at least Socrates would be proud)
and it doesn't matter to me that Smith and Jones both had ten coins in
their pockets
it is amazing that i can even understand the language games being played
(have i mentioned that i detest games i cannot win?)
closing my tired eyes at night, i try to forget,
but always end up tossing and turning, engaged in
demented dreams of allegorical caves and divided lines
Plato's ghost haunts the few restless hours i sleep
and fades into oblivion only as i enter the realm of the conscious
during the day, one of Plato's "footnotes" takes his place
Berkeley leaves his Whitehall home to take up residence in my mind
which, after pondering Kantian categories and Cartesian foundations,
has long since been filled to capacity and so
i drift even closer to becoming a skeptic even Hume would be proud of
once i tried taking a nature stroll to escape this epistemological nightmare
but spent most of my time sitting under a tree
i knew i was perceiving, but wasn't convinced was real
wondering if i was being appeared too greenly
and fighting internal battles between the "in-itself" and "for-itself"
interestingly enough, i never encountered any other minds,
not even when i stared (my sincerest apologies, Jean-Paul)
Professor rambles on about realism and idealism and
rationalism and empiricism and phenomenalism
it feels as though i am choking on -isms
the air is too thin up here in this lofty elitist universe
re-entering the earth's atmosphere is all that will save me
finally i land among the masses only to find that nothing is different
lack of oxygen leads only to
alienation

—Erin Carter
Erin Carter ('98) is a philosophy major.
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Dead Dry
we have been in the wilderness for a long time
scratching our throats with our claws
tongue rolled, lips swelled, and eyes dry
wishing the well we saw was real.
we've been in the wilderness for a long time
sunken stomach and swollen skin
sand is blowing in every pore
and my watch quit tick ticking.
fell on my knees once again
and let my self flap to the floor
couldn't catch a breath
i just can't breathe anymore.
—timon mCphearson

Timon McPhearson ('97) is an environmental biology major.
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A Last Prayer
Always there are weeds to pull from my garden
spiked ones with red roots that extend to the sub-terrain
sending me sweating for my scrubby crops
One misplaced half-muscle drop
of my red garden hoe defeats
two or three young corn shoots
but this grassy weed fights to the last, dirty fiber
What a random ground cover
intent to rule my feeble offering of vegetables
so why not a weed garden
less sweat from the brow
nature instincts providing
without my cucumber mounds or marigolds
the fall less evident,
less back-bending, ground-breaking
By the sweat of my brow I'll do nothing
Build on topsoil rest on the gardens of generations
can't once I replace tomatoes with ragweed,
wasn't my fault they ate the fruit
they didn't grow it
It just. . . came up like a wild
thought unfettered, spreading
like a random earth future cover
I'll surely, have to produce
some hopeful left-over cabbage seed,
hiding in the dirt
avoiding my exacting thumb
performance expectations, not in style
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That hearty watermelon vine should
climb out somewhere, prove itself,
as I watch, defy
the age-old curse
this starving earthy garden
that makes me fight for these helpless
shoots and vines among the
thorns, a bondage crown about my head
sends me sweating from the brow,
blood rushing to defend
—Jesse Carlton

Jesse Carlton ('96) was an English major as is applying to M.F^A. programs in
writing.
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Things to Fear
Love, loss of love,
the
bomb
at the bottom of the well
we call consciousness;
high sounding words
intoned
by "leaders of the people"
Fear: those who mock
those who are
speechless
those who name themselves poets
Do not trust in closet promises or public oaths;
flee reckless
thoughts actions
as from death angel, and
deny bitterness its corner
Fear
the decay of poetry in all its forms
Fear. The man who snores across the room
—Todd Comer

Todd Comer ('95) is applying to graduate schools in literature.
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Ray
We sat in the Garden or the Park,
and Ray came up to me.
Some money sir, no really I want life,
please help me if you can.
We dig in our pockets and pull out some change.
We give him but dead skin.
We give him dust.
We rob him of his hope in humanity.
We ignore his dignity.
He begs for but a chance,
someone who is willing to give of himself.
He asks for a sandwich,
but he is asking for nourishment of the spirit.
The little change we give him buys sustenance for only a moment.
He grasps the hope, and feels the brevity of fulfillment.
Ray puts hope in his mouth,
swallows and finds himself empty.
Ray is starving, and by deflecting the arrows of guilt with petty
charity,
We starve not only Ray,
but ourselves,
not only ourselves,
but humanity,
not only humanity,
but the Kingdom.
Sir, do you have some change?
—Jeremie Solak

Jeremie Solak ('99) is a philosophy and English literature major.
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Wormwood
these people—
in love with their own convalescence,
they sell themselves as damaged goods:
for the price of my heart-felt sympathy
they would gnaw their own legs off,
for a cup of my tears
they would dine on glass and ashes
(they would make sure I could hear every mouthful crunch)
and take perverted pleasure in their broken teeth
and bleeding gums.
—Mark Bane

Mark Bane ('99) is an English and philosophy major.
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The Little Big Horn
River, stream, brook, creek, whatever name;
the water runs obscured from pollution and fame.
Brook, rainbow, cutthroat, brown, whatever name;
the trout rise and slurp the nymphs methodically the same.
Calliope, broadtail, blackchin, rufous, whatever name;
the hummingbird gyrates in the air with delightful game.
Reading, watching, praying, working whatever name;
the time spent here brings dividends, as prescribed by the aim.
Spruce, fir, pine, black birch, whatever name;
the tree receives the wind across the boughs, making a symphony of
public domain.
Refreshment, renewal, regeneration, restoration, whatever name;
the spirit soars from His touch and you sense the gain.
Fellowship, consternation, conviviality, disconsolation, whatever
name;
the people either add or subtract, according to their heart's frame.
Cabin, log house, cottage, mountain dwelling, whatever name;
the Little Bighorn home remains God's creative claim.
—Charles Gifford

Charles D. Gifford ('69) is Associate Professor, Associate Dean of Students, and
Campus Pastor at Taylor's Upland campus.
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Ulster
I'm this simple hand
I stand upright
Defiant.
Blood flows from where I lost my body
I am a hand.
Continually I seek revenge.
No soothing flows from the head or heart can cool me
I am the finger on the trigger
I am the hand that threw the grenade
I am the fingers that built the car-bomb
I am death to you, not of my own
I am long-lived but soon to die
I am Chuchulainn
I am red Hugh O'Connell
I am today's unseen killer
I am all that made Ireland a fighting nation
And all that made her lose.
I hate her
I hate those who cut me from her.
I strangle them
Shoot them
Grab their throats—stifle their breath.
I am pride, I am anger
I am the crazed murderer
I am the calculating killer
I am the dying, defiant salute
I am Ulster.
—Patrik Matthews
Patrik Matthews ('98) is from Northern Ireland and studied in Israel during fall
semester.
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My Name is Mud
by Derek Fisher
Once there was a land called Kim. Yes, I said a land called Kim. Now most of the
people of Kim lived in small villages and never left the villages where they were
bom. The people of Kim were all afraid of the dark. And since it got dark every
night in the land of Kim, the people didn't travel very far. Two men controlled all
of Kim: Borneup, a rich banker, owned most of the stores, and King Harold the
34th was the ruler of Kim. Since the people didn't travel much, there was only
one road. It started at the Castle of Where on one side of Kim and ended at the
border between Kim and the land of Foz.
One day the inhabitants of the village of Scram were shocked to see a young
boy walking on the road to Foz. Rumors and gossip ran through the village.
"What's he doing?" "No one ever walks on the road!" and "There's a little boy
walking on the road to Foz!" which of course led to an inevitable
misunderstanding. "What? No one ever talks to the road of frogs?" Anyway,
everyone was confused and perplexed and began to repeat themselves and become
redundant.
The villagers watched as the boy walked through their town. He was holding
both of his hands cupped together as if he had something trapped in them. The
villagers asked the boy many questions. "Who are you?" "Where are you going?"
"Aren't you afraid of the dark?" "What's in your hands?"
The little boy answered the villagers, "My name is Mud. I am going to visit
my father in the land of Foz. No, I am not afraid of the dark. I have the Sun with
me; the Sun chases away the darkness. I have the Sun here in my hands. Want to
see?"
The villagers, while not exactly brilliant, knew enough to know that this kid
was crazy. They knew that no one could hold the Sun in his hands. But they were
curious and so they asked the boy to show them the Sun. Mud opened his hands.
The village was filled with the sounds of laughter. "What a crazy kid!" "He's lost
his mind!" "There's nothing in his hands!" The villagers laughed and laughed.
But Mud did not laugh. He simply turned away and continued on his journey.
An old man saw Mud leave and hurried to talk with him. "Please stay here for
the night. You can sleep in my house. If you keep walking you will have to walk
in the darkness!" the old man pleaded.
But Mud could not be dissuaded. "Thanks, Mister, but the Sun told me that
we need to keep walking. Would you like to come with us?" The old man just
laughed and said, "They were right. You are crazy!" Then he hurried back to the
village.
The next day, the villagers of Crumb saw Mud walking on the road to Foz.
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They were just as perplexed and confused and redundant as the people of Scram
had been the day before. The watchman spotted him on the road and told his
friend, "There's a little kid walking on the road to Foz!" His friend told another
friend who told another friend and by the time the village leaders heard about it
everything was confused.
Mayor Doug said, "A little goat with talking claws? What is this nonsense?"
So Mayor Doug went out to see what was going on.
As Mud walked through the village, holding his hands around the Sun, he
greeted all the people. Mayor Doug came out to see the goat with talking claws
or the squid barking with toad jaws or whatever it was. Mayor Doug was
surprised to find a little boy instead. Mayor Doug said to Mud, "What are you
doing walking on this road all by yourself?"
Mud said, "I am not by myself, I have the Sun with me. I'm going to see my
father in the land of Foz."
Mayor Doug, having earned a Ph.D. in psychology at Pale University, made
a quick, thoroughly professional diagnosis of the situation: "This kid is as crazy
as a loon." And he promptly walked away. Mud just shrugged his shoulders and
walked on toward Foz.
An old woman ran out to meet Mud. "Please take this blanket," she said.
"You'll need it to keep warm at night."
"No thank you," said Mud. "The Sun will keep me warm. Would you like to
come with me to the land of Foz?"
The old woman smiled and said, "I am an old woman. Even if there were no
night, I still could not journey to Foz with you. For I am too old to walk that far."
Mud tried to encourage her to come along, but she finally left and went back
to Crumb.
In the next week, the same scene was repeated five times across the land of
Kim. Mud would walk through a village, tell the people who he was and what he
was doing, and they would laugh. But Mud kept walking. Soon word got to
Borneup and to King Harold the 34th about the strange boy walking on the road
to Foz. Borneup heard rumors that the boy carried with him vast wealth and went
to waylay Mud. King Harold heard similar rumors and went to investigate.
The day Borneup found Mud walking down the road was a particularly cold
day. Borneup, noticing that Mud was not warmly dressed, saw a way to trick the
boy into giving him his wealth. Borneup went down the road a little ways and
started a fire. He put out some warm clothes and made some hot cocoa.
When Mud came walking down the path, Borneup said, "Hello, there. You
look cold. Care to join me around the fire for some hot cocoa?"
Mud, being the friendly fellow he was, decided to accept. So Mud and
Borneup sat around the fire and drank hot cocoa. Borneup struck up a
conversation with Mud. "So, where are you headed and why are you all alone?"
he asked.
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Mud replied, "I am going to see my father in the land of Foz but I am not
alone. I have the Sun with me. See?" And with that he opened his hands to show
Borneup the Sun.
Borneup was not impressed. "There is nothing in your hands," he said.
"Well maybe you can't see him, but I can," said Mud. "I wouldn't be able to
make this journey without the Sun. He chases away wolves, keeps me warm, and
lights my way."
Borneup was confused. He didn't see anything, but the boy had made an
incredible journey. Maybe he does have something there, thought Borneup.
'Well, Mud," he said, "I would like to have the Sun. Tell you what, I'll give you
one hundred thousand caboozals if you will give me the Sun."
Mud replied, "The Sun isn't mine to give, Mr. Borneup. And if he were, why
would I want caboozals instead of the Sun? The Sun is all I need. Thanks for the
hot cocoa." And with that Mud got up and turned to leave.
But Borneup would not be so easily put off. "You're a foolish little boy," he
said. "I don't have to buy it from you. I can take it from you," he growled. And
with that Borneup leapt at Mud.
King Harold had been listening nearby and ran to find Borneup wrestling with
Mud. "You can't take it from me!" said Mud.
"Grr," said Borneup as he struggled to pry the Sun out of Mud's hands.
King Harold had a large walking stick. The walking stick said, "Swish,
Crack!" and Borneup said, "Uuurrrgggghhh!" and he fell over clutching his head.
"Thanks sir," said Mud.
"I am King Harold," the king said. "Will you come back to my palace with
me? You look hurt, and anyway it's almost dark."
Mud replied, "Thanks, but I need to get to the land of Foz. My dad is waiting
for me. The longer I wait, the more he'll worry."
King Harold said to Mud, "Why don't you come be my son? I don't have any
children and someone will need to rule when I die. You seem smart and brave;
you'd make a great king."
"But sir," replied Mud, "the Sun says that I should keep going and anyway I
already have a father. I'm going to meet him and I am almost there."
"If your father really loved you, he would not have left you alone," the king
said.
"I've been trying to tell you," said Mud, "he didn't leave me alone. He left me
the Sun. The Sun keeps me warm, scares off the wolves, and provides light when
it's dark."
The king was exasperated. "Listen, crazy kid, you don't have anything in your
hands. I saw you open them a minute ago. You don't have the Sun. You're just
crazy and all alone." With that he stomped off muttering things about "kids these
days" under his breath.
Mud turned around and continued his journey. But he was puzzled. He finally
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turned and said to the man whose hand he had been holding the whole journey,
"I can see you, Sun, why can't anyone else?"
The Sun replied, "You can see me because you are looking for me. They
couldn't see me because they weren't looking. They thought that you needed
flashlights, warm clothes, money, or power. They were looking for those things.
But you knew that I was all you needed. That's why they didn't see me. I was
there all along, but their eyes were closed. Come on, let's go. Your Father has
great things waiting for you in the land of Foz. We're almost there."
And if you were looking, you would have seen a little boy holding the hand
of a kind-looking man with sandals. You may have even seen the darkness of
night melt away where the Sun walked. If you were truly looking, that is.

Derek Fisher ('98) is an environmental biology major.
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Three Do-Nothings (Tell All)
fire puller leaned into it;
inspired by paintings in a book,
i lay down,
i deftly watch him deftly burn his hands.
i look into the eyes that are not there,
i see myself
watching myself
blister my tongue.
ocean mover rolled in it;
a barrel-chested man in a barrel
floating.
i softly mourn him and tell no one.
i look at the man who cannot be seen,
i recognize
his writing as my own.
i smell the heat of fear,
and doubt.
(i sense his fear
of another parenthetical
lie.)
daytime dreamer slept through it;
the one that is about me
but isn't.
i slowly wake him from his slumber
and dissipate myself.
i look at the remains of a man like me.
i finally tell
what i am about,
i understand the fear
that lies behind all truth.
—benjamin I. oldham
Benjamin Oldham ('00) is a writing major and the President of the Writer's Club.
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Imperfect Union
SLAMMING DOORS.
ANGRY VOICES.
HOSTILITY.
THE ONLY SUBSTANCE BETWEEN 4 WALLS.
A HOME? .. . NOT SO MUCH ANYMORE.
CARELESS WORDS AND ALARMING TRUTH PERMEATE.
GOD AND GLASS BURIED IN THE DIRT DRIVEWAY.
PROFOUND PAIN
TRUST IS OVERRATED.
HOLD IT ALL TOGETHER THAT'S WHAT T TELL "ME"
TO DO.
IT'S MY JOB.
I SEE PIECES OF THEM, NEVER BEFORE DISCOVERED.
VILE INSIDES.
AND I FIND MYSELF A DISILLUSIONED CHILD,
CRYING FOR SECURITY ON A RAIN-DRENCHED PORCH
SWING.
WANTING ASSURANCE. WANTING PEACE.
WANTING THE RAIN TO STOP MORE THAN ANYTHING.
SHOUT UNTIL MY INSIDES ARE NUMB,
AND MY OUTSIDES TOO.
WE'VE ALL BECOME CHILLED STONE,
COLD AND DARK, SICK OF FEELING.
PARALYZED.
BEG FOR LIFE, HEALING , RECONCILIATION.
REST.
REST IN THE COMFORT OF THE MOON
AND BREATH
AND A GOD IN HEAVEN.
WE ALL CLING TO THAT, AND WE REST OUR WEARY
HEARTS.
—Courtney Heiser
Courtney Heiser ('99) is a public relations major.
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Workday
All around me hands move; mental and physical beings
groping, grasping, grabbing, gripping
knobby knuckles like tangled twisted roots
rip at my ankles
desperate to pull me down to them.
I see these hands turning ever onward—the clock
traps me in an everlasting circle.
I see the beaten hands of factory laborers and
the sweat of gritty construction workers,
longing for escape but craving companionship.
I stare through faces into hearts, and
see souls colorless through glassy eyes—
they are bound to time,
looking at watches
as slaves do masters.
Tyranny of urgency shackles souls with silent chains,
taking from these helpless, hopeless beings
all that is life
and giving them
all that is not.
In exchange for their souls,
these husks of humans are rationed
a black, oily, gritty thickness
that slowly digests them
from the inside out.
—Jason Borowicz

Jason Borowicz ('97) is an English education major.
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Indifference
Follow me down,
Down to the Lake,
And walk with me 'round,
And tell me to wait.
The water is clear
And so endlessly deep.
Send a whisper to my ear,
And don't let me speak.
Take hold of my hand,
And push me far under.
Let us sink if we can,
And escape rolling thunder.
Float with me down,
Down in the Lake,
And don't make a sound,
And don't make me wait.
Ignore the Rain
That pounds far above us,
For our parts are the same,
In life's eternal chorus.

Drag me down,
Down to the Lake,
You want me to drown,
No intention to wait.
The water smells of fear,
And is full of deceit.
You mumble hate in my ear,
And won't let me speak.
I feel the grip of your hand,
Icy cold on my wrist.
I see your plan,
Eternal death, within a kiss.
You hurl me down,
Down in the Lake,
And you make no sound,
And you don't make me wait.
Feel the sting of the Rain,
That burns at my skin,
For this is the pain,
Of original sin.
—Ryan Schulz

Ryan Schulz ('99) is an international business major.
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Art Honorable Mention

"The Elements"
Linocut
Jason Odam

Jason Odam ('97) is an art major and the art editor 0/"Parnassus 1997.
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Aye
I feel a slow, short pain interrupted by ridiculous sadness in the
shade blond.
I view blood-red beauty and tear-stained insides, for all life's
flowers die.
I am plastic eyes, friendly, vividly dancing.
I hold a shell carved with cracks and markings.
I long, for no, I'm not an atheist or a pantheist or even a
sociologist.
How can someone this under-learned be so terribly complex?
I'm so corny and such a bad liar.
I spell lhike tihs and I smoke like this:

X
For that's not the sign of my generation.
I can't be dogmatic, but I know it's not for me.
I hate being young and doing nothing about it.
I hate situations that can't help themselves.
Like this one.
—Sara Weinraub

Sara Weinraub ('00) is an English major.
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Christians in Politics: The Unforgivable Sin?
by Stacey Atwood
According to Christian political activist, Robert Dugan, "As followers of Jesus
Christ we will fail Him miserably if we decline to use our religious and political
freedoms to lead the United States to the place where His kingdom's values are
recovered and His kingdom's morals are revered" (86-87). On the other hand, Ken
Myers, who is involved in Christian media, believes that "politics, the jockeying
for power to influence law, is an inadequate means of affecting social change,
because law is a feeble and restricted way of affecting human behavior" (42).
These statements bring up a very important question. What role, if any, does God
expect Christians to have in the political ring? Extreme opinions exist in regard to
this question, ranging anywhere from the idea that Christians should not even say
the word politics, to the idea that we should impeach President Clinton for his
anti-biblical views. Although many Christians contend that since Satan is the
prince of this world, we should not force our values on a secular world, Christians
still have a responsibility to be active participants in the governing of the earth.
In our frantic attempt to create a better society, many Christian Americans
have lost sight of the foundation our forefathers laid for us. If we look back to the
history of America, we clearly see that our founding fathers were godly men who
struggled to build our nation on godly principles. For example, in 1774 the
practice began of having a chaplain present in both houses of Congress to open
their sessions with prayer. Reference is made to God in our Declaration of
Independence, most notably in the second paragraph, which begins, "We hold
these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights ... to secure these
rights, governments are instituted among men." On June 8, 1845, Andrew
Jackson, referring to the Bible, stated, "That book, Sir, is the Rock upon which
our republic rests" (Federer 311). Again, God is acknowledged in our pledge of
allegiance. "And to the Republic for which it stands, one nation, under God,..."
In regard to the spiritual focus of the great men who shaped our country, free
lance writer Mike Manganello commented, "The New World had been colonized,
predominately, by those seeking religious freedom, not freedom from religion"
("We Can" C-6).
Why then, is there a constant struggle of American citizens to smother God
and any reference made to Him from our government? If the following statement
made by R.J. Rushdoony is correct, then Americans have not been doing their
history homework correctly:
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The concept of a secular state was virtually non-existent in 1776 as well as in 1787, when the
Constitution was written, and no less so when the Bill of Rights was adopted. To read the
Constitution as the charter of a secular state is to misread history, and to misread it radically.
The Constitution was designed to perpetuate a Christian order, (qtd. in Manganello, "We
Can" C-6)

A gross misinterpretation of the separation of church and state has led to near
chaos for our society. In no way does this phrase indicate that we as a nation
should eliminate God from our government as atheists, and even some Christians,
would like to suggest. That is not what our forefathers had in mind when they
established this nation, and it is not what we should have in mind as we attempt
to live peaceful lives.
Yet, not only do we find non-Christians who try to keep God out of political
affairs, but we also find Christians who believe that God does not work in
America. They interpret Paul's statement in 2 Corinthians 10:3, "For though we
live in the world, we do not wage war as the world does" as meaning, Christians
should not involve themselves in earthly matters. They believe that when Jesus
said, "My kingdom is not of this world," He meant that they need not invest their
time on the concerns of this world, but instead, should only focus on the kingdom
of heaven (John 18:36). Such an interpretation of Scripture leads many devout
Christians to exclude themselves from all involvement in government.
Extreme examples of this lack of government involvement are displayed by
people who hold to the ancient Anabaptist-Mennonite doctrine. They believe that
the example Jesus set while He was on earth proved that He is against His
children taking part in government. One believer supported his belief with John
15: "Christ Himself says ... if they persecute me they will also persecute
you—that is an open testimony that you will not find any government officers
among the Christians" (Zijpp 613). They also believe that it is wrong for someone
to hold power over others, therefore making the idea of participation in
government impossible. Finally, some Christians forfeit their duty as active
citizens because they believe that the church should be separate from the world.
They believe that God commands us to be in the world but not of the world,
which they claim excuses Christians from government involvement.
While other Christians do not necessarily believe that the Bible forbids them
to be involved in government, they choose to do so for the mere purpose of not
offending anyone. They do not want to "force" their views on anyone, so they
remain neutral, or at least subtle, on controversial issues. Many refuse to voice
their opinions for fear of being termed extremists or religious radicals. They do
not want to be thought of as intolerant. Perhaps people who think this way have
been influenced by representatives such as Vic Fazio, who states that "[Christians]
try to impose laws ... that trouble people who believe in the Constitution" (qtd.
in DeNicola 1). Roberta Hestenes, president of Eastern College, believes that
politics can become an unnecessary evil which we must not engage in. She
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compares politics to a game show in which Christians are placed into an arena and
told to deal with controversial issues. She describes the scene as a demoralizing,
degrading situation for all involved and advises Christians to "refuse to play"
(Hestenes 24).
Still another reason Christians do not get involved in politics is for fear that
they will be negatively influenced by the power and prestige that tends to come
with political positions. Peter Wehner, director of policy at Empower America,
states, "Passionate political activism ... is simply not a model of biblical
Christianity. Christ understood the corrosive effect power can have on the church
as well as on individual believers" (Wehner C-7). Although Wehner does not
advocate complete withdrawal from worldly affairs, many Christians choose to
abstain altogether to avoid the possibility of allowing power to ruin their Christian
character. Social philosopher Jacques Ellul warns, "Politics is the Church's worst
problem. It is her constant temptation, the occasion of her greatest disasters, the
trap continually set for her by the Prince of this World" (qtd. in Wehner C-7).
While this statement may hold much truth for today's society, it does not excuse
Christians from being actively involved in their government.
We are living during a time in which critical decisions must be made
concerning what will be acceptable in our lives. Some of these decisions deal with
pornography, abortion, sex promotion, and homosexuality. With important issues
like these, voters must be aware of how their presidential nominee, state
representatives, and local government officials will vote when bills dealing with
moral issues show up on their desks. When dealing with the question of whether
or not to run in the political race, Christians must ask themselves a very important
question: Can non-Christians make moral decisions that will draw our nation
closer to God? Christian media activist Ken Myers believes this is possible. He
states, "Our motives and the spiritual dynamic behind our social involvement must
be profoundly Christian, but the goals that we seek are goals that we share with
unbelievers" (Myers 40). Stephen Strang, editor and publisher of Charisma
magazine, disagrees. In regard to the current apathy of many Christians toward
politics he states, "If we want good government, good people must be involved
in the political process" (Strang 114). To what extent does God want His children
involved?
God makes himself clear that His children must be participants in deciding
how the earth is governed. In 1 Timothy 2: 1-4 Paul writes, "I urge, then, first of
all that requests, prayers, intercessions and thanksgiving be made for everyone—for kings and all those in authority, that we may live peaceful and quiet lives in
all godliness and holiness." From this statement we can determine that God at
least expects us to pray for governing officials. Christian political activist, Robert
Dugan questions, "Who can imagine what God might do in response to the
knowledgeable intercession of millions of evangelicals for their elected officials?"
(57) However, Christians must not stop at prayer. If we are to see this nation turn
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back to the godly foundation it was built on, Christians must become actively
involved.
When important decisions are made concerning some issues, people look back
after a few years and wonder what the big deal was. Traditionally, when one state
legalizes or criminalizes a particular act, other states follow suit. This was
demonstrated in 1969 when California legalized no-fault divorce and again in
1976 when non-marital cohabitation was legalized. Is this what is going to
happen with the attempt to legalize same-sex marriages? It will be if we do not do
something to stop it. The American Psychiatric Association has already removed
homosexuality from the "psychological abnormalities" category. They have now
placed homophobia, which means a fear or hatred toward homosexuals, on the
abnormality list (Manganello, "America" A8). Currently, this matter of same-sex
marriages is being debated in the state of Hawaii. Legalizing this type of marriage
would affect everyone in the United States, and maybe even the entire world.
God condemns homosexuality. In his letter to the church in Corinth the
Apostle Paul wrote, "Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit the
kingdom of God? ... neither the sexually immoral... nor homosexual offenders
(1 Corinthians 7:2). Should Christians, then, sit back and see what the secular
people will decide to do concerning this matter? It seems more logical that we
should be writing to our congressmen, telling them to do everything they can to
prevent this law from passing. We should be educating anyone who will listen
about this abominable attempt to distort the American family. We should be
supporting and voting for the candidates who oppose same-sex marriages. And
if no opposing candidates exist, what is stopping us from running for office
ourselves? This issue is only one of many that deserves the Christian's attention.
Another mainstream issue that Christians must be educated about is abortion.
Although we may be tired of hearing about it, the problem has not been solved.
In fact, it is getting worse. Our President has recently vetoed the bill that would
ban partial-birth abortions. The process of murdering a baby has become as easy
as swallowing a few pills. We know something is wrong with society when
"tampering with an unborn eagle can get you fined thousands of dollars, but if
you're killing an unborn human you can get government funds to do it"
(Manganello, "America" A8). Christians must not allow these kinds of things to
happen without at least attempting to make a difference.
Not only does our government want to help men and women not have to face
the consequences of engaging in pre-marital sex, but it is also making sexual acts
safer and easier for everyone, including the youth of American. The Clintons are
attempting to provide the parents of today's children with as little say in matters
as possible. Under the "Rights of the Child" treaty, the Clintons' propose that the
child be allowed to have an abortion, engage in homosexual acts, and read or
watch pornography, all without any consent from a parent (Falwell 1). Once
again, should Christians sit back and do nothing about this?
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What could Satan want more than to convince followers of Christ that they
should not be involved in making decisions on how the world is governed? This
would give him free reign to work through the hearts and minds of lost souls in
a deteriorating nation. Christians should by no means allow politics to distract
them from focusing on the kingdom of God, but to say that we should remain
indifferent to political decisions is unbiblical. Queen Esther did not sit around idly
while King Xerxes observed Haman's total annihilation of the Jews. She became
active and brought her petition to the king (Esther 5). Likewise, today important
decisions need to be made and responsible Christians should not shy away from
making them. We cannot permit bills to be passed that openly violate the word of
God, without at least attempting to stop them.
However, when Christians do become active citizens they must be careful to
keep a clean, clear focus on the One they are representing. They must be careful
not to be tempted to disobey God and use their Christianity to advance themselves
in power, position, or influence. They must remember their purpose and Who they
are working for, while always being careful not to sacrifice their character to
prove a point. Most importantly, they must handle power with extreme caution,
always remembering that they are not God. In his article, "Don't Entrust God to
the Politicians," Mark Hanson states:
When politicians start telling us the will of God, they either trivialize religion, or they risk
using the special power of religious language in ways that bring us closer to the theocracies
that threaten freedom in the world today" (A13).

When a Christian approaches political issues in a Christ-like manner they can
benefit society for good and succeed in avoiding Satan's trap of the pleasure of
power.
Although Christians are aware that Satan is the prince of this world, we
should not consider involvement in government a lost cause. We should instead
look to our history and recognize that our country was never intended to work
without God, but was built on a religious foundation. Christians must also realize
that involvement in government does not automatically make a person intolerant
or extreme; however, it is important to note that Jesus told His disciples that they
would not be accepted when He said, "Everyone who wants to live a godly life
in Christ Jesus will be persecuted, while evil men and impostors will go from bad
to worse, deceiving and being deceived" (2 Timothy 3:12). Yet, we should not let
persecution or unacceptance keep us from standing up for godly principles and
moral laws, but should instead be bold in Christ. As 2 Timothy 1:7 states, "For
God did not give us a spirit of timidity." Christians are soldiers of Christ, and we
should not sit any battles out.
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